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An hiator1ca1 account of a. woman who rought in the
C1~11 War and •ubaequently lived 1n Central Ill1no1a.
It 11 primarily baaed o-n o1"t1cial l"eco~•• letters,, 1nter-

v1ewa, an4 newspape:r artiol••.
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Thia

,noai■

atud1ea the lite ot Albert D. J.

Cashier, a woman who, diegu.1 1ed a

a man, fought with the

Ninet7•tirth Ill1no1a Infantry during the 01v11 war.

It

1• primarlly based on otf1e1al recGrds, letters, 1nterv1ewe, and newapaper aticle•.

Ca1h1er was bae1cally an

ordi.nal'y soldier, one ot little note or controversy; thua

her 11.te during the war 1• retleoted. in the experiences
of the regiment.

The N1nety-t1tth Illinois was aetive in

tour notable oam.paign1:

the 11ege o~ Vicksburg, the Red

R1Ter exped1t1on, the Guntown diaaate:r, and the capture
of Mob1l.e.

After Cashier vu muatered out with the regimen,,
ehe remained 1n Belv1der • Ill1no1a, tor a ahort t1

•

In l.869 she moved to Saunemin, Illinois, where ahe ata7ed
tGr over 11,0 years.

herder,

Whi le there, Cashier worked aa a

janitor, and a general handyman. assuming the

:role ot a man tho entire time.

In 1910 ber d1aguiae vaa

d11oovered by t1ve people who agreed not to c:l1acloae her

eeoret.

2

Shortly thereafter, Albert Cashier was admitted to
the Illinois Sold1•re' and Sailors' Hom

1n Quincy.

Though the auper1ntendent of the Home wao told Cashier was

a woman, the

record ■

list her ae a male .

1!." ventual l.y a

Bureau of Pena1ona 1nveet1gat1on and a sanity bearing
brought Cashier'• female status to public attention.
Earlier the Pen ion Bureau , unaware ot her

granted her a pension.

■ ex,

had

After an investigation to confirm

her war service, the Bureau aolmowledged that Caeh1er vaa
the only woman known to have received a pension for Civil

War ••rv1oe.
'
In 1914 Oaahier wa1 tound to be senile and was c

m1tted to the Watertown State Hospital.

Atter her death

a 7ear later, a search f or heirs uncovered a w alth

or

claima and explanations, but none was accepted by the

oourt.
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Woman Soldier in 95th Ill.
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INTRODUCTION
"Albert D. J. Cashier and the Ninety-fifth Illinois
Infantry (1844-1915)" primarily concerns the study of a
woman who, disguised as a man, fought in the Civil War
with the Ninety-fifth Illinois without having her secret

discovered.

It is indeed challenging to study the life

o.f an economically underp·r ivileged person who lived a semi-

public life as a person of the opposite aex.

The specific

aspects dealt with in this study are the movements and
involvements ot the Ninety-fifth Illinois in the war; the
conditions under which Cashier and his regiment lived,

particularly those circumstances which allowed Cashier to
pose succesatully as. a man; Cashier• s life in Central
Illinoia after the war; Cashier's probable origin; and,
finally, the problems involved in settling the estate of
a person who had lived under an alias most other life.

Since Private Albert Cashier was with the Ninetyt1.fth Illinois Infantry from its inception until its members were mustered out, the experiences of the regiment
and Cashier were shared in common.

The movements and

involvements of the Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry Voluntee~a included participation 1n the siege . and capture of

Vicksburg, the Red River expedition, and the battle of
Guntown.

These activities, as well as the minor
1

2

involvements, are chronicled in two books.

The rirst is a

regimental history which was written by Wales
was published in 1865. 1
Wa1es W. Wood

w.

Wood and

was a college graduate, Phi Beta

Kappa, frcn New York who had come to Illinois to stud.y ,

then practice, law.

Having settled 1n Belvidere, Illinois,
he was admitted to the bar in 1860. 2 He enl.ieted .1 n the
Ninety-fifth Illinois in 1863 and was elected its adjutant,
serving 1n that position throughout the regiment's
service.

Wood's regime·n tal history contains no documenta-

tion, but is based largely on the author's own memory, his
use of diaries kept by members of the regiment, and his
consultation with other members of the ·r egiment.

Since

the account waa begun while the men were still in service

and the men's memories were still fresh, it contains a
notable level of accuracy when compared with official
records.
The other book which specifically deals with the

Ninety-fifth Illinois is a compilation of letters of

1 wales

w. Wood, A Historz 2f. the Ninety-fifth !.!ll!!2!! Infantry Volunteers (Chicago: Tribune Company's Book
and Job Printing Office, 1865).

2 Newton Bateman, Paul Selby, and Richard v. Carpenter, Historical Encyclopedia of Illinois and History ~
Boone Countz (2 vola,; Chicago: Munsell Publishing Company, 1909), II, 938.

3
Sergeant Onley Andrus, Company D.
Andrus and

14

These letters,

47

.from

to him, contain va,l uable insights into the

day-to-day lite of the men, aa well as a chronology of
troop movements during the war.3

In addition, the editor

of the Andrus letters, Fred Albert Shannon, aupplies a
very useful map whieh indicates the specific towns and
cities visited by the Ninety-fifth.4
A third source of int'ormation is the files of the
United States Pension Bureau.

Ca.s hier, the only woman

lmown to have received a C1v1l War pension, was investi-

gated thoroughly; the government wanted to make sure that
the woman applying for a pens1.on was indeed the person
who served with the Ninety-fifth Illinois.

As a result,

the pension file is replete with depositions taken from
members of the regiment who were asked to identity Cashier
{either by seeing him in person or by viewing a photograph).

These men were asked to r ecall oertain f aots

about Cashier and his service; and though many of the

3Fred Albert Shannon, ed., The Civil War !A:ttters
£1: Sergeant
Andrua (Urbana: The University of Illinois Press, 1 ·
. Andrus served throughout the war as a
Sergeant, but was mustered out as a First Sergeant; see
Illinois, Adjutant General, Report of the Adjutant General
~~State .2f. Illinois (9 vols.; Springfield: Phillips
Brothers State Printers, 1901), V, 417.

09l1r

4shannon., ~- cit., pp. 12-13.

4
comments were quite vague, same revelations were detail.ed
and helpful •5
Also of great value are the local newspaper accounts.

The Ninety-fifth contained men mostly from Boone

and McHenry Counties; since Belvidere is in Boone County,
the Belvidere Standard constantly covered the actions of
the Ninety-fifth and frequently printed correspondence
written to the paper or to local individuals from members
of the reg1ment. 6
Diaries or other accounts written by members of
other regiments whose activities coincided with those of
the Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry have also been consulted in order to help complete the picture of daily life
which is necessary in this study.
The author also made use of official records and
officers' accounts of the war as related in War 2!_ the

Rebellion:

A Compilation

o f ~ Official Records of

2

Union~ Confederate ArmiesJ7 Battles !!!S. Leaders 2!'., ~

5u. s ., Bureau of Pensions, ile on Albert D. J.
Oashier. Copies of file may be obtained by writing to the
Pension Bureau.

5,

6 aelv1dere Standard (Belvidere, Illinois), August

1862-September

26, lB65.

7u.• , War Records Office, !!!! !!!!:. of the Rebellion;
A Compilation of the Of.t"ic1al Records of the Unl"on and
Confederate Armiee1'1~8 vols.; Washington~Government
Printing Office, 1881-1901).

5
C1v11

fil; 8 and

!_ Compendium ot ~ War ~ the Rebellion. 9

These works give further verification of accounts of battles, campaigns, and troop movements.
The problem of chronicling the activities of Albert
D. J. Cashier 1s not so easy; 1n !'act, the simple selec-

tion of the pronoun with which to refer to Cashier is
somewhat difficult.

In this study Cashier is refe.rred to

with masculine pronouns during the discussion of the time

1n which Cashier was believed to be a man.

At the t .ime

in this study that Cashier's true sexual identity becomes
generally known, a switch to feminine pronouns is made.

The major sources of information about Cashier's
antebellum. 11.f'e are newspapers, interviews, and court

record.a.

Cashier is known to have migrated from Belvidere,

Illinois, to Saunemin, Illinois, shortly after the war,
and to have lived in Saunemin, a town in Livingston County,
until 1911. One useful newspaper 1s the Pontiac Daily
Leader. 10 The Leader contains a limited amount of source
material since Albert D. J. Cashier was a nondescript

801arence C. Buel and Robert U. Johnson, eds.,
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War {4 vols.; New York:
The Century Company, 18'S4=1888). 9Freder1ck H•. Dyer, ! Compendium of the War 9.!.. the
Rebellion (3 vola.; New York: Thomas Yoseloff, 1959).

1915.

10 Pont1ac Daily Leader (Pontiac, Illinois), 1910-

.

6

person until the public learned or her true sexual
identity in 1910.

In addition, the Bloomington Daily

Pantagraph did, in the l 950 1 a and 1960 1 s, print several
articles concerning Caahie.r ' a life.
Since Cashier was still living in the early part ot
this century, there remain people who remember Cashier and
are able to relate his activities.

The major difficulty

with the information gained frau interviews is that memories get hazy, inaccuracies get started, and myths grow;
therefore, the author has a.t tempted to cross-oheok all

signi.ficant information related to Cashier's life.
The court records which are relevant to this study

are on f 1le in Adams County Courthouse in Quincy, Illinois.
These records concern Albert D. J. Cashier's eont'inement
in the Quincy Soldiers' and. Sailors' Home and her subse-

quent commitment to the latertown State Hospital in

ast

Moline, as well as the records ot the search for Cashier's
he1~.ll

These papers reveal the discrepancy between the

private -realization of her female status and the legal
documentation of her male identity.

They also contain

information concerning her possible origin, though

Cashier was legally ruled to have had no heirs.

11Ill1no1s, Adams County, Court Records.

7
The presentation of the study will be as follows:
The Formation of the Regiment and Its Movement to Memphis,
From the Vicksburg Campaign to Mustering Out, Cashier's
Li.fe After the War, The Search for Heirs, and Conclusion.
Materials used for this study were found 1n the
following libraries:

Belvidere Public Library, Belvidere,

Illinois; Daily Pantagraph Library, Bloomington, Illinois;
Illinois State Historical Library, Springfield, Illinois;

McLean County Historical Library, Bloomington, Illinois;
Milner Library, Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois; Pontiac Public Library, Pontiac, Illinoia.

CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION OF THE R!DIMENT

AID MOVEMENT TO MEMPHIS

On

July 2, 1862, President Abraham. Linooln 11111ed

a call tor 300,000 more men to join the Union Ar,:q.
War BetVNn the

State ■

The

which began on April 12, 1861,

bad not, aa • • • had expected, been completed 1n a matter
~

months and additional troop.a were badly needed.

A

combination ot errors, including the abolition ot federal
recruiting and the selection ot unaucoea1tul

general ■

to

lead the army led to the serious depletion ot Union
toroea. 1
Lincoln' a oall tor taro••, augmented by a similar

reque1t only one month later, vaa tul.J.'illed through a
quota 17at8Dl.

Under th.ii plan, each etate and district

va1 told a 1peoU1o number ot men which 1 t muet supp 17,
preferably by ,e nrolling Tolunteere.

It, howeTer, there

were not enough Tolunteera, then the remaining number were

to be dratted.. In 1662 the necessity tor the draft wa11
ccm11deN4 to be a disgrace both to the men and to the
regions trom which they oameJ auch a need was construed aa

1Prec1

Albert Shannon,. ed., The C1T11 War Letter, ot
Sergeant 911.
.9nle7 Andrus (Urbana: TheUniTeraity ot Illino'ia
Preas, l 1), p. 18.

8

9

a reflection on the patriotism 0£ the people 1n the area.
Moat counties, 1n order to try to ensure adequate enlistments, raised money which was paid out as bounty to the
men who enlisted.

With this method, the state of Illinois

was able to till its quota with volunteers, and, thereby,
avoid the use of the draf't. 2
One of the regiments thus raised was the Ninetyfifth Regiment Illinois In!'antry Volunteers, wh1oh contained seven oanpanies from McHenry County and three
companies from. Boone County.

McHenry and Boone Counties

are in northern Illinois, east of Rockford.

Initial

enlistments began in July, shortly after President
Lincoln's call.3

On

August

5,

1862, the Boone County

board of supervisors was reported to have voted a 60

dollar bounty for each man.

On the same day the Belvidere

Standard announced the formation of a Boone County company
by O. B. u:>op and M. E.

designated Company

Keeler.

This company was later

B.4

2 Ib1d.

-

or ~ N1nety-t11'th llli.nois Infantry Volunteers (Chicago: Tribune Company's Book
and Job Printing Office, 1865), p. 3.
3walea W. Wood, A Riston

5,

4Belvidere Standard {Be lv1dere, Illinois), August
1862, P• 3.

10

Of the response in Belvidere, the Boone County ci.t y
in which Cashier enlisted, historian Gerhard Clausius
commented,
Many Belvidere boys had been 1n the Shiloh battle, for the town' a first recruits had been
assigned to the Fifteenth Illinois Volunteers,
which had suffered many lossee in the battle.
The people of Belvidere were thus conecious of
the need for men it the Union cause was to
emerge victorious.5
The tirat complete company for the Ninety-fifth
raised in Boone County was, however, not Company B but

Company G, the company to which Albert D. J. Cashier belonged.

When Cashier (sometimes spelled Cashire) enlisted

on August 6, 1862, the only notations made by the enrollment officers, Thomas Humphrey and Elliott Bush, were the
usual:
Age:

Height:
Hair:
Eyes:

19

5' 3"

Amber

Blue

Ccmplexion:
Marital Status:
Occupation:
Nativity:

Light
Single

Farmer
New York 6

There was no indication that the enlistment of Albert D•
.J. Cashier was the official beginning

guise:

or

a 53-year dis-

Albert D. J. Cashier waa a woman!

$Gerhard P. Clausius, nThe Little Soldier of the
95th; Albert D. J. Cashier," Journal or the Illinois State
Historical Socie~y, LI {Winter, 1958}-;-300.
61111no1s, Records of the Adjutant General. Record.a
are on file at Illinois State Archives, Springfield;
Illinois.

11

The members of Company
elect officers.

G

met early in August to

The Standard related,

There was a f'ull attendance, and a finer body
of men we have never eeen together. In fact
1f Messrs. HUMPHREY & BUH [a1c] had had their
pick of the county, their suocess could not
have been better.
The men referred to by name were Thomas

w.

Humphrey, who

was elected Captain, and Elliott N. Bush, who w·a s elected
First Lieutenant; they were the men most responsible tor
the formation of the company.

The other elected officer

was Wales W. Wood, Second Lieutenant, the man who was
eventually to compile the regimental history. 7
Captain Humphrey, a native of Knoxville, Ohio, had
spent most ot his lite in Franklin, Illinois.

Though

Franklin is in DeKalb County and Thomas Humphrey had
served in the DeKalb County Recorder's Office and had run
tor DeKalb County Sheritt, he became an organizer and
leader

or

this regiment re.presenting Boone and McHenry

Counties. 8

The enlistments in the Ninety-fifth were so unexpectedly numerous that the Boone County board of super-

visors halted the bounty payment.

This action caused such

7aelvidere Standard, August 12, 1862, p. 3.
8T. M. Eddy, The Patriotism of Illinois (2 vols.;
Chicago: 01.arke and Compan.y , Publishers, 1866), II, 383.

12

a decline in volunteers that the area residents began to
fear the need of conscription •

.As a result, on August 11,

1862, a town meeting was held and the people voiced a

desire to continue the bounty.

A subscription was taken

at the meeting and the supervisors were able to promise

the 60 dollar bounty to the first 300 men, a large enough
number to preclude the necessity of the draft and a large

enough number to include all Boone County members of the
Ninety-fitth.9
While the other two Boone County companies were

being tilled, Ccnpany G busied itself adopting standards
of behavio.r .

The Standard praised the resultant resolu-

tions and printed them in their entirety:
The following excellent resolutions were
adopted last Tueaday by Capt. Bush's company.
Part of them are those adopted by the Board
of Trade Regiment or Chicago.

WHEREAS, The people of Boone Co. having generously responded to the oall of the President, we, their representatives in the army,
going f'orth as brothers, and desiring to preserve our integrity and elevate the standard
of morality and religion in the camp, do
therefore resolve:-1. That we will stand by each other in
sielmess and health, and will never see a member suffer for anything it is in our power to
procure.

9 Belvidere Standard, August 12, 1862, P• 3.

13
2. That we will not take the name of God
in vain, and will do our utmost to prevent
others falling into the pernicious habit.

3. That we will discountenance gambling
in any way, using our best endeavors to prevent
any game of chance.

4. That we will not drink any intoxic.a ting
liquors, nor allow any in caX11p.
5. Tha.t we will sustain our regular worship
on the Sabbath, and at such times as may be
instituted, if not 1ntert"er1ng with our duties.lo
After most of the companies were tilled, the
officers of the stJveral groups met in Marengo to organize
the regiment.

The major task was to elect field. officers;

those selected were the Honorable Lawrence

s.

Ohuroh o.f

Woodstock, Colonel by unanimous vote; Thomas W. Humphrey

ot DeKalb., Lieutenant Colonel; and Leander Bland.en of
Harvard, Major. 11
Since Captain Humphrey had become Lieutenant Colonel
of the Ninety-fifth and Second Lieutenant Wood had become
the Adjutant, Company G held a second election to till the

two vacancies.

In this election Elliott N. Buah was

elevated to Captain by acclamation; :Henry M. Bush became

the First Lieutenant; and Joseph M. Collier (sometimes
spelled Collyer) 'beo8lJle the Second Lieutenant.

10Belv1dere Standard, August 26, 1862, p.

1

1wood, ~•

ill•,

P•

14.

In

3.

-add1t1on, Charles W. Ives was named Orderly Sergeant.

At

the same meeting it was announced that daily drills would
be held twice a day for those who could attend. 12
The men ot the Nin.e ty-:t'ifth Illinois arr1 ved

r or

training at Camp Fuller, Rockford, Illinois, on September

3, 1862.

On the following day, Lieutenant J.

w.

Tibbatts

of the regular army mustered the regiment into service. 1 3
At this point one of the obvious questions which
arises about Private Albert Cashier's disguise 1s, how

did he ever pass the medical examination given all :recruit1, without his secret being discovered ?

There must

have been, one realizes, a lack of complete medical
examination involved in the process.

In July, 1862,

Frederick Law Olmstead reported the results of his study
of medical examinations to President Lincoln:
The careless and superficial medical inspection or recruits made at least 25 per cent of
the volunteer army raised last year not only
utterly useless, b~t a positive 1ncum.brance
and embarrassment • .14

12Belvidere Standard, August 26, 1862, p. 3.

13Wood,

~•

ill•,

p. 15 • .

~ e l l Irvin Wiley, ~ Life of Billy Yank, ~
Common Soldier of the Union (Indianapolis: The BobbsMerrill Company, 1952), p. 23.

lS
Another historian notes that many of the doctors employed

were "barely trained" and only gave two or three taps on
the chest of fully-dressed recruits, lS causing one newspaper reporter to quip that the arm.y' s policy was, "Don't
test the eyes, count them. 1116

One individual who was

sworn in at Camp Butler, Springfield, Illinois, noted,
"The medical examination was skipped 1n my case.
doctor simply bowed to me pleasantly and said:

The

'I guess

you will make a good soldier.' nl 7 The History of
Seventy-third Regiment

.2.f.

lli

the Illinois Infantry Volunteers

reported that the medical examination ''was, to all
appearances at least, conducted in a thorough manner,

though but very few of the men were pronounced unfit for
army service." 18
But what of Cashier's regiment?

examination carried out?

How was 1te

The United States Bureau of

1Svictor Hicken, Illinois in the Civil War (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, l966f ,p. 9.

1 6i{ankakee Daile Journal (Kankakee, Illinois),
December 16, 1965, p. 3.

17Alb•rt O. Marshall, Army 1!!!; From .! SoldJ.er' s
Journal (Joliet, Illinois: Printed tor the author by
Chicago Legal News Company, 1883), p. lS.
18Regimental Reunion Assoeia tion, A History 2f. !!2.!.
Seventy-third Regiment of Illinois Infantr;r: Volunteers
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1890), p. 23.

16
Pensions wanted to know the same thing; thus in 1915
several members of the Ninety-fifth who were asked for

depoa1t1ons ool'll11ented on the question.
Corporal, Company

o.,

Robert D. Hannah,

stated, "When I was examined for en-

listment, I was not stripped. • • • nl9

Robert Horan,

Corporal, Company G, attirmed Hannah's statement and

added that all the recruits showed were their bands and
feet. 20

With such a cursory examination, it was apparent-

ly easy for Albert D. J. Cashier to be mustered in as a
member or the Uinety-ti!'th Regiment Illinois Infantry

Volunteers.
Since the soldiers of the Ninety-fifth Illinois

expected to be at Camp Fuller for several weeks,
• • • the commissioned officers and enlisted

m~n, heretotore unaccustomed to the conditions ot m111 tary life, had a good opportunity of becoming acquainted with some of
its mysteries and requirements, of studying
into the theoretical part ot war, and ot informing themselves generally in reference to
the duties appertaining to their respective
offices. Squad drills, company and battalion
drills, dress parades, and cammisaioned and
non-oomm11sioned otficers' schools at night,
were at once instituted, and the whole camp,

1 %.s., Bureau of Pensions, File on Albert D. J.

Cashier , Deposition of Robert D. Hannah.
referred to as Bureau of Pensions F ile.)

(Hereinafter

20 Ib1d., Deposition of Robert Horan.

-

17
from morning till evening, now became busy with
the hum and tramp

or

military preparation.21

Though Wales Wood. makes the first days in camp
sound quite romantic, Company DI s Sergeant Onley Andrus,
McHenry, Illinois, saw things differently; for he wrote
his wife on September 7, complaining of the hard work and
of' a three-day rainfall which kept his socks from drying.
The work, the weather, and the diet of pork and hard
bread apparently caused Andrus, aa well as several of his
fellow soldiers, to become 111.
h1a wife .~

As a result, Andrus asked

to come to visit; he was afraid that if too

many visitors came, Colonel Church would decide to make
the troops drill in order to show them orr. 22
Colonel Lawrence S. Church, though a capable,
likeable man, was in quite poor health and had to relegate
many of his usual duties of command and dis cipline to
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas W. Humphrey.

To add to Church's

burdens, the Seventy-fourth Illinois Infantry, which,
along with. the Ninety-second, Ninety-sixth, and Ninetytitth, had been stationed at Camp Fuller, was called to
the field, thus leaving Church, the senior o.ffioer, in

command.

As Wales Wood explained, "The sick bed seemed a

21Wood, -2.P.• cit., p p . 17-18 •
22 Shannon, .22.• cit., pp. 22-23.
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much more appropriate place for him than the camp, yet his

ardent patriotism, and an ove.r rul1ng desire to be with h11
men all the time, determined him to remain with them,
though already proatra.t ed with sickness. rt 2 3

Sergeant Andrus reacted to Church's replacement of
the Seventy-tourth's Colonel Jason Marsh as Post Commander

with optimism.

In a letter to his wife, da.t ed September

26, 1862, Andrus complained ot d.ifficulty in obtaining
rations, but expressed hopes
in o ommand. 24

or

faring better with Church

In the same letter Andrus mentioned that the men
had received their "canteens, Iiaversacks, and drawers "
and stated that the regiment expected to get its marching

orders aoon. 25
It is interesting to compare the account ef life at
Camp Fuller given by Andrus with that of Wood, particularly the aspect of diet.

Onley Andrus, for instance, com-

plains about the food, e specially the difficulty of getting rations.

Wales WoOd, on the other hand, comments on

the proximity of the camp to home and notes that the many

2

>wood, .2.E.•

ill••

pp. 18-19.

24Shannon, !E.• cit,, p . 2.
4

25Ib1d.
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visitors brought, " large and benevolent supplies of
eatables and luxuries palatable to the taste, and eonducive to the comfort and contentment of the 'boys 1n
Wood, in fact, expressed some concern that such

blue.'"

treatment would retard the progress made 1n preparing the
men of the N1n.e ty-f1.fth for actual duty in the field.

Re

did, however, acknowledge that, in spite of the abundance

of visitors and food, the regiment "progressed 1n a favorable and highly satist'actory manner. 11 2 6

Before the Ninety-fifth finally left Camp Fuller,
there had been two f a lse reports concerning its departure .
The first was reported in the Belvidere Standard on
September 9, but was labeled almost immediately as talse. 2 7
Another rumor related in the Woodstock Sentinel, was
attributed to Henry D. Bates, Quartermaster ot the Ninetyfitth.28
Leg1t.1mate orders finally arrived f or the regiment

on September 29, 1862.

Governor Richard Yates told the

regiment to leave Rockford for Louisville, Kentucky', and
report to Major General H. G. Wright, Department of the

2 6wood, 2£• cit., p. 21.

27Belvidere Standard, September 9, 1862, p. ).

28 Shannon, .2.E.• cit., p. 24.
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Ohio.

The men of the Ninety-fifth, praot1e1ng the mili-

tary precaution they would need 1n enemy country, set
about destroying all combustible equipment and generally
disassembled the camp.

Having done so, the Ninety-fifth

marched through Rockford and entrained, only to have a
telegram from Governor Yates arrive to reverse the earlier
order.

As a result, the dejected and weary men had to

return to Camp Fuller and rebuild camp.29
One month after this frustrating experience, the
Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry Regiment received definite
orders from Illinois Adjutant General Fuller to leave for
Collmlbus, Kentucky, where it was assigned to serve under
Major General Ulysses

s. Grant, Department and Army of

the Tennessee. 30

On November

4,

1862, the regiment, a full 983

soldiers; left Rockford on the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad, then changed to the Illinois Central in Chicago
tor the trip to Cairo.

On the sixth, the regiment arrived

in Cairo and boarded the steamboat Dakotah.

That night

the Dakotah delivered the Ninety-fifth to Collmlbus,
Kentucky, where the men reported to Brigadier General

29wood, ~• cit., pp. 24-25.

30

~ . , P•
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Jefferson C. Davis.31

The Ninety-fifth Illinois In!'antry

Volunteers was attached to First Brigade, Sixth Division,
Left Wing, Thirteenth Army Corps,32
It was while the regiment was in Columbus that
Colonel Church's health became ao bad that he had to return home .33

Though the men had hoped that Colonel Church

would recover and be able to return, he was never able to
rejoin the regiment.

At Colonel Church's departure,

Lieutenant Colonel Humphrey took command, though
Humphrey did not receive an official promotion for two
montha.34
Almost immediately after having arrived in Oolum.bus, the Ninety-fifth was ordered to move to Jackson,
Tennessee, and was placed under the command of Major
General Stephen A. Hurlbut, a Belvidere native.

The train

trip to Jackson was extremely uncomfortable for the men,
since. they rode 1n freight cars.

To add to their dis-

com!'ort, Colonel Humphrey decided that the troops should

31 Ibid., pp. 26 -27.

pp. 18-19:--

See also Shannon, 2.E.• cit.,

32Freder1ck H. Dyer, A Compendium
the Rebellion (3 vols.; New York:

m, 10B6-1oa1.

or the War of
ThomasYoseloff, 1959),

33Belv1dere Standard, November 25, 1862, p. 3.
34s hannon, -2£• c1 t., p. 19.
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sta1 aboard the train until morning so that there would
be no chance that they could cause or get into any
trouble.3S
During the two weeks the Ninety-fifth Illinois was

in Jackson,the regiment spent its time drilling, trying
to prepare itself for the real hard.ships of battle.3 6

In

addition, the men were assigned to guard land 1n the area
which belonged to people who claimed to support the
Union. 37
On November

21, 1862, the N1nety~f1fth Illinois

moved to Grand J'u notion, Tennessee, and was put under t h e
command of Brigadier General John McArthur, a division

commander of the Army and Department of the Tennessee.
The Ninety-f'i.fth tound 1 tself grouped with experienced
veterans serving with the Eleventh, Twelfth, and Seventeenth Illinois; the Fourteenth, Sixteenth, and
Seventeenth Wisconsin; the Eleventh, Thirteenth, Fifteenth,
and Sixteenth Iowa; and the First Kansas regiments.

The

experienced troops' numbers had been diminished by
casualties to such an extent that whe n the Ninety-fifth

3Swood, .2£• ill•, pp. 28-29.

36~ . , p p . 32-33.
37
Shannon, 2.E.•

ill•,

PP• 25-26.

marched in with its 900 or more men, some of the veterans
asked

11

what brigade was passing. n38
Since the Ninety-fifth Illinois was the new regi-

ment 1n oamp, 1 t came under close scrutiny by the other
soldiers.

The first time the Ninety-.f11'th was on dril.l

with the whole division, it won the general's praise.

The

regimental historian recalled:
Thus at the outset the regiment won golden
opinions from old officers and soldiers. The
drilling and constant preparation tor such
scenes while in oaxnp at Roektord and Jackson,
now produced the good results of sueh training, and the organization, in its efficient
and well disciplined condition, was considered a valuab!, acquisition to the brigad.e
and division.
In spite ot their pleasure with the compliments of
the older soldiers, the men o.f the Ninety-fifth were d1asat1stied; for they were getting eager to get 1nto battle.
In fact, for a short time the Ninety-fifth was referred
to derisively as the "women's outfit," an ironic label in
light of the presence of Private Albert Caahier.4°

Thus,

when on November 26th the troops were ordered by Grant
38wood, !I?.• cit., pp. 33-34.
~9I'bid. , p. 36.

4°Kankakee Daily

Journal, April 16, 1965, p. 47;
Betty Phillips, "WCIA Report," WCIA Television, telecast
on December 26, 1968.
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to strike oamp and move south from Grand Junction to confront the enemy near the Tallahatchie River, the regiment
.fulfilled its task quickly, destroying everything that
had to be left behind in order to keep the Rebels from
gaining anything of use or value.41
The t1rst day the troops marched about

25

miles,

a long distance for a regiment that had not done much
marching.

Initially many of the me.n of the Ninety-fifth

had tilled their lmapsacks with extra articles, such as
mementoes and good luck charms; however, as the march got
longer and the packs heavier, most

such luxuries.

or

the men discarded

In fact, several tired soldiers suggested

that even some of the regulation articles were too numerous and unnecessary.

They kept their packs, however, and

most of the members of the Ninety-fifth, though tired and
foot-sore, were able to stay with the other regiments.42
The next day the regiment moved through Holly
'

Springs, Mississippi, and set up camp a few miles from the
Tallahatchie, only a few miles from the enemy.

Forecasts

tor the upcoming confrontation were optimistic, for the

_,

________

O:t"f1c1al Records include Brigadier General Frederick

41

shannon, 2E.•

ill•, PP• 35-37 •

42Wood, 22• cit., PP• 40•42.
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Steele's report of November 27, 1862:
• • • the entire force under Pemberton' s eanmand will scarcely amount to 50,000 • • • they
are disheartened and demoralized and will make
but a feeble resistance. I have no doubt bµt
that Grant will meet with complete suoceas.~3

On November 28, most of the regiments stayed in

camp while the First Kansas and the Eleventh Illinois

scouted ahead to pinpoint the enemy's position.

The

scouti.n g expedition discovered that Lieutenant General
John

c.

Pemberton had led his Confederate troops on a

hasty retreat, burning a crucial bridge in his wake.44
As

a result of the fire, the troops had to rebuild

the bridge so that wagons and artillery could be taken
across.

ome of the men of the Ninety-fifth Illinois,

including Cashier's Company G, were trapped on the north
side of the river a.nd had to help rebuild the bridge.

It was ready for use by the second day and the remainder
of the division crossed. the Tallahatchie to the recently
abandoned fort1fieat1ons.4S

43u.s.,

War Records Office, The War of the Rebel-

A Compilation of the OffioialReoordsof the Union
and Confederate Armies (128 vola.; Washington: Government
lion:

Printing Office, 1881-1901), Ser. I, Vol. XVII, Part 1,

529.

44.wood,

45 rb1d.,

!IE.•

ill•,

pp.

42-43.

p. 43. See also u.s., War Records Office,
~• c1t.,"s'er. I, Vol. XVII, Part 1, 472, 534.
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For the first time, regimental chroniclers noted
that the Union force to which the Ninety-fifth was
attached had captured many prisoners and found deserter! ,
who revealed Pemberton's plans and actions.46 The captives revealed that, though the fortifications were well

secured for an attaek tram the north, the direction Grant
was coming i'rom, General Pemberton had discovered that
General Sherman was closing in trom the west.

As a re-

sult, Pemberton hurriedly moved out of the trap.47
The infantry, th.en led by the Ninety-fifth, moved
on south after Pemberton until they reached Abbeville,

Mississippi, where they stopped.46

The Ninety-fifth set

up camp two miles southeast of the town.

During their

two-week stay, many soldiers went '•foraging" and brought
back food.

Though ostensibly the men were not to steal

food or animals, it was not uncommon for the soldiers to
take anything they found.49

One apparently common ruse

was for the men to capture, kill, and skin a hog, then
claim the carcass was that of a possum.

As Sergeant

46Belv1dere Standard, December 16, 1862, p. 3.
47wood, ~· cit., pp. 44-45.

48u.s., War

Records. Oi'fice, 2E.•

XVII, Part 1, 471-472.

49Belv1dere Standard,

ill•, Ser. I, Vol.

ecember 16, 1862, p.

3.
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Andrus, always concerned about his diet, commented, many
provisions were left in Grand Junction and the troops were
getting only half rations; thus the contraband meat and
other food were "very good eating for a hungry man. ,,50
After helping to repair the Mississippi Central
Railroad bridge nearby and handling other miscellaneous
chores, the Ninety-fifth's division marched south through
Oxford, Mississippi, and arrived at Yockena (sometimes
spelled Yocona) on De cember 18.

Upon their arrival in

Yockena, news came that the Confederate Major General Earl
Van Dorn had raided and captured most of the Un.ion
garrison at Holly Springs, Grant 's supply depot.

Appar-

ently, in spite of advance knowledge of Van Dorn's
location and intentions, the garrison, left by Grant with
only "two truncated regiments, it was inadequately prepared
for the subsequent attack.

As a result, the Confederate

forces were able to destroy most of the supplies needed
to sustain Grant's move south.51

50 Shannon,

,22.

c 1 t • , p.

42.

51 Ib1d., PP• 37-38. See also U. S., War Records
Office, .22.• ill•• Ser . I, Vol. XVII, Part 1, 477; and

Clarence C. Buel and Robert U. Johna on, ed.s ., Battles and
Leaders of the Civil ~ (4 vols.; New York: The Century
Company, 1884-1888 ), III, 475.
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Immediately, the Ninety-fifth reversed directions,
marching directly back to Holly Springs, a diatanoe of

30 miles.

The troops were greeted with the sight of

ashes and charred remains.

"Oars, whole trains, nothing

but the wheels to show that they ever stood there,
clothing eomis sary [ sie] stores, :forage for teams, everything that you could imagine and more • • • • n52

Most of the forces remained at Holly Springs
temporarily, but the Ninety-fifth Illinois, along with
the First Kansas, Sixteenth Wisconsin, and a battery

under the command of Colonel George W. Deitzler, set out
in pursuit of Van Dorn's forces.

Heading northwest., the

brigade spent the night in Salem, Mississippi, learned

that Van Dorn•s troops, a cavalry unit, were too far
ahead to be overtaken by in!'antry, and turned back to

Holly Springs.53
Serving in the same brigade as the First Kansas
Infantry proved to be a helpful experience for many mem-

bers of the Ninety-fifth, for the Kansas soldiers were
admitted experts at finding food along the way whe:rever
they went.

It was said,

52Shannon,
5"l -

-Wood,

ft'

• • • when there was anything

2£• cit., p.

43.

.2£• ill•, PP• 48-49.
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good to eat which could be seized • • • the First Kansas
was in no :fear of starvation."

Though, as noted previous-

ly, the Ninety-fifth had had some experience in ••roraging, n
the regimental historial, Wales Wood, cited thi s particular

expedition as one in which many o:f the regiment made

"rapid progress in learning the skillful modus operandi
of bringing eatables into camp. • •

.n54

From Holly Springs, Sergeant Andrus wrote to his
wife about camp life and he mentioned his sharing a tent.

This simple statement, made in passing , bring s up one
perplexing problem concerning Albert D. J. Cashier's sucoesst'ul disguise:

how could he live with, even share a

tent with, other members of the regiment without his true

sex being discovered?

In answer, first of all, one must

turn to the statements of Cashier ' s companions.

Of the

men who made depositions concerning Cashier, none of the
three who mentioned the fact of "bunk mates" could recall
the names of any of Cashier's bunk mates .55 One man
thoyght Cashier nhad one at time [sio] , "5 6 leaving one to
wonder if t he man meant to say "had one at time.!" or "had

55Bureau of Pensions File, Depositions ot Robert
Horan, Joy H. Saxton, Eli Brainerd.
56 rb1d., Deposition ot Eli Brainerd.
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on• at one tiM. ,i
he dictn•t aeem

Another l'leoalled, "I re11.embor now th.at

to want a blink mate., nS7

Moat ot tht men of the N1nety•tltth oomnente4 that
Oaahier va• unusually q.uiet and d iftioult to get to knov.
He did not part1c1 pat•- 1n the g ame

took plaee.S8
reclusive+

and. apor-ta that otten

'rhe•e d.eacr1pt1ona make Albert Oaab1er • • •

Suoh behavior

vu not unique,, tor Bell Ir,,1n

Wiley inelud•• a category tol' tbe, r.oluee in a aeot1on on
type•

or

•oldier• 1n Billy Yank.

He quotes one ,s oldier' e

explanation:

The•• men were 1neproaobable aa aold1era
• • • but t -hoy seemed -s hut up w1 thin an im-

penetrable abell• and would be on the1Jt

blankets ailent w.h ile all other• joined in.
the social round.; or "ril.ap11 would get up -.rid
go out of the tent as 1t 1·b s lively social
atm:oephere wu uncongenial. • • • Should 7ou
addN as them they would fizu1:wer pleasantly but
1n monoa7llabl.e1. • •• They oould not be
drawn O\.lt. They would cook by themae.l vee,
eat by tbeae,l vea,. Outp b'f theaaelve1 ., • •
in taot keep by tbemaelv·e a at all times as
muob as p·oea1ble .5i

~7Ib1d., Depos1t1on of Joy H. Saxton.
S8Ibid., De·p oai t1on• or Ro~rt f!annah, El1 BP in-

erd, Joy ir;-!axton.

See alao Lowell A. Dearinger, "'the
Qhall•~• ot Rebellion, n OutdooJ- Ill1no1• (Jul,-, 1967),
26 . Dear1ng•r•'e article, h811CtTer, does contain 1.n aocuraoiea, the mo•t glaring ot which le the designation

ot c-.eh1er• • oompany as the 65th rathe.r than the 9$th.

S\u1er, ~·

ctt •• p -. ).32-
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The implication of the above coounents is that the soldiers

who wished to be lett alone were left alone, a situation
which would have helped Cashier to keep his sex a secret.
Shortly after Christmas, Grant's army left Holly
Springs for Memphis, Tennessee.

The Ninety-fifth., along

with the rest of Colonel Deitzler' s brigade, stayed 1n
Collierville for 11 days 1n order to help repair and
guard the railroad. 60

Keeping in mind the error made at

the Holly Springs garrison, Deitzler required the troops
to be up and ready for battle at 3 a. m. 61
On January

13, 1863, the brigade

marched to Memphis

and. set up camp three miles from the oi ty.

The hopes of'

the Ninety-fifth ror more action were high, for "it was
soon evident • • • that there was a grand expedition on
foot for the Army or the Tennessee, . that the campaign was

to be continued, and that it would be prosecu.t ed with renewed vigor down the Mississippi Valley, against V1ekaburg •• • • n62

At this point, the Ninety-fifth was

shifted from the Sixteenth Army Corps under the command
or Major General Charles

s.

H&M.11ton to the Seventeenth

60wood, .2£• ill_., p. 51.

61Shannon, 2£•

ill•,

62wood, 2.E.• cit., p.

P• 38.

52.
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Army Corps under Major General James B. McPherson. 63
After this shift in command, the Ninety-fifth Illinois left Memphis for Vi cksburg, Mississippi.

At the titne

the men could not have realized that their duties would
take place in and around Vicksburg tor mos t

or

the rest

of the war.

-

63shannon, 2E.• ill,, p. 38.

cit., III, 1087.

See also Dyer, -2£•
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CHAPTER II
FROM THE VICKSBURG CAMPAIGN
TO MUSTERING OUT
On January 19, 1863, the Ninety-titth Illinois
Infantry boarded the steamer Mar1a Denning tor the trip to
Vioksburg.

Along with the Ninety-fifth were the Eleventh

Iowa, Eighteenth Wisconsin, and one canpany of the Second
Illinois Artillery, as well as artillery, army wagons,
mules and horses--enough men, equipment, and animals to

fill every bit of apace aboard. 1

Because of the over-

crowding, a ome ot the troops had to travel be low with the

animals and equipment.

Sleeping on board was not possi-

ble; so the Maria Denning and the 14 other steamers in
the fleet stopped at night and the men slept on ahore,. 2

One week later the fleet of steamers arrived at
Milliken' a Bend, Louisiana, a point several miles above
a canal which was under construction.

It was strategical-

ly desirable to provide a passage for boats to proceed to

lwalea W. Wood, ! History of the Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry: Volunteers (Chicago : Tribune Company's Book
and Job Printing Office, 1865), pp. 53-54•
2Fred Albert Shannon, ed., The Civil War Letters

Sergeant Onley Andrus (Urbana:
Presa, 1947), PP• ) 8-39.

or

TheUn1vers1ty of Illinois

a point below Vicksburg, thus permitting an attack from

the rear.

When the Ninety-fifth arrived at YoWlg's Point,

Louisiana, the location of the canal, the infantrymen were
put to worl< on canal construction, day and night shifts.
Soon, however, the Ninety-fifth Illinois, as part of
Colonel Deitzler's brigade, was sent to Lake Providence,
Louisiana, to begin another c.a nal.

Just before the

brigade left Young's Point, Colonel Dei tzler issued a
statement praising the "soldierly bearing and conduct" of
most

or

the men, asserting further:

• • • the Ninety-fifth stands at the head of
the list in the brigade, if not in the division, in point or good order and discipline,
and "a patient continuance in well-doing, ft
which is certain to bring its reward in any
position of life, will ensure the regiment a
bright record, to which they can point with
pr1de.3
Intereatingly, at approximately the t1rne Deitzler
issued the above statement, Sergeant Andrus wrote a letter

noting the desertions ot about 20 members of his regiment,
and an equal number from the First Kansas.

According to

Andrus, the men left about the time the brigade was ordered to move from Memphis toward Vicksburg.

Of the deser-

tions Andrus derided, "Such Soldiery will never end the

3wood, ~• ill•,

pp.

55-57.
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The canal being dug at Lake Providence was intended
to join the lake with the higher water level ot the
Mississippi, effecting a flooding of the lake and its
outlets which would allow the larger boats to pass
through.

Around the middle

or

February the link was

canpleted and the Mississippi waters rushed in, .t'lood.1.ng

plantations and the village of Lake Providence, even
threatening the troops· camped nearby.

The experiment did

not meet its intended goal, however, for the new boundaries
were not wide or deep enough for large steamers.

The

major benefit of the inundation of land was that the land
which supplied Con.federate forces in the area with supplies was flooded.

The canal at Young's Point also failed

to ace amplish 1 ts inte.n t. 5

The service at Lake Providence from February t o
April or 1863 proved to be costly to the Union forces.
The hard work and new climate proved fatal to large numbers of the troopa.6

4shannon, 2E.·

In one letter· alone, Andrus noted

ill·,

p.

46.

Swood , 2.E.• cit., pp • .59-60. See also Clarence c.
Buel and Robert u. Johnson, Battles and ~aders of the
Oivil War (4 vols.J The Century Company, 1884•18"Sa)-;-!II,

476.
.-

6wood, .2R•

ill_., pp. 60-61 •

that five medical discharges were to be made and that one
other regiment, the Twenty-third Wisconsin, had suffered
five deaths ln a 24-hour per1od.7
During the period that the N1nety-t1fth Illinois
lnf"antry was stationed at Lake Providence, the Belvidere
Standard carried several articles about the reg1m.ent.

On

February 17, 1863, there was an announcement that Captain
Charles B. Loop was ao 111 that he had had to return home;
Captain Loop was replaced by First Lieutenant M. E .

Keeler. 8

As happened earlier in their service, the men of
the regiment became dissatisfied with the lac k

ing.

ot fight-

One letter writer despaired of the Ninety-fifth's

"ever fighting. 09

Sergeant Andrus complained, " • • • as

yet the bold Bloodless 9Sth have seen nothing like a
fight. ttlO

In one ironic entry from Lake Providence,

Captain Elliott N. Bush wrote to the paper, listed the
n811les

or

the men who were 111, then generalized, "The

7shannon, £?1?.•

ill•,

pp.

46, 48.

8ae1videre Standard (Belvidere, Illinois}, February 17, 1863, p. 3.

9rb1d.

See also Belvidere Standard., March 3, 1863,

p. 2.
10

Shannon, 2£•

ill•,

P•

55.
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health of the company is good. nll
While the Ninety-fifth Illinois was stationed at
Lake Providence, the Union practice of organizing Negro
regiments was begun.

Wales Wood noted, "Large numbers

of colored flocked in from the surrounding country. • • • "
It took little time. for several regiments to be formed
and, in some cases, men from the N1nety-1'1f'th Illinois

became officers in the new regiments.

According to Wood,

"These colored regiments thus formed were prepared in a
few weeks to do important service in the operations which
were then going .on against Vicksburg. "12

In light of the hard work and illness faced

by

Deitzler•s brigade at Lake Providence, the order for the
Ninety-fifth Illinois to join Grant at Milliken's Bend
was a welcome one.

The Ninety-titth, arriving after

Grant's departure, moved on through Milliken' s Bend to
Smith's Plantation, Louisiana, where it was attached to
Brigadier General T. E.G. Ransom's brigade; the greater
part of Deitzler • s brigade had remained at Lake Providence .13

11Belv1dere Standard, March 31, 1863, p. 2.
12

Wood, .2E.• cit., PP• 62, 69-70.

13.ill.£., pp. 71-72.

Most of the fore es which were to accompany Grant's
assault on Vick.sburg had amassed in March and were already
across the M1ss1as1pp1.

Grant had realized that General

Joseph E . Johnston was trying to get to Vicksburg to
reinforce Lieutenant G~neral John C. Pemberton; consequently, Grant moved quickly to prevent the merger.

The

rest of the Seventeenth Division had captured Grand Gult
on May 2, 10 days before Ransom's brigade got there,
then had moved on to intervene between the Confederate
Ransom's brigade, moving quickly to join Grant,

forces.

almost missed the whole battle; for by the time it reached
Champion's Hill, the site of Grant's confrontation with
Pemberton, the Confederacy's Pemberton was beating a hasty
retreat to the fortifications at Vicksburg. 14

Grant revealed after the battle at Champion's Hill,
which is midway between Vicksburg and Jackaon, that his
troop deployment had actually cut off Pemberton's retreat
route, but Grant had not realized it.

Later in the day,

he ordered McPherson's men to the support of Major General

Alvin P. Hovey; thus inadvertently opening the avenue
retreat.

In ap1te

or

or

the tactical error which allowed

the Confederate eeoape, Grant's original intent to prevent
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the union of Pemberton'• and Johnston's forces was
rea11zed. 1S
During the next few days the N1nety-t1fth Illinois

Intantry Volunteers saw plenty of .fighting, for they
participated in the futile assaults ot May 19 and May 22.
During the attack of the nineteenth the Ninety-fifth
Illinois managed to advance to w1th1n 100 yards of the
Confederate fortifications, held their position until
nightfall, then fell back when ordered to do so.

In

that one day of fighting, the Ninety-fifth had 7 men
killed and

~4

woumed. 16

One or the wounded was Colonel

Thomas Humphrey, vho; though wounded on the instep of

his foot, re.fused to leave the .field. 1 7
Three days later the Seventeenth Division ag ain
tried to storm the Vick.aburg fortifications.

General

Grant repol"ted:
I attempted to carry the place by storm on the
22nd, but ·was unsuccessful. our troops were
no·t repulsed trom any point, but simply failed
to enter the works of the enemy. At several

1>Buel, $?.•

ctt., III, $11.

1 6u .s., War Records Office, The War ot the Rebel!!s?,a: ! Compilation of the Official
of the Union
and Con.federate Armies (128 vols. J Washington: Governiiient Printing Office, 1881-1901), Ser. I , Vol. XVII,

Records

Part 1, 1$9, 19).

17wood, .eE.• cit., P• 7$.
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points they got up to the parapets of the
enemy's forts and planted their flags on the
outer slope of tht embankments, where they
still have them.ltl
Again, the :tlinety-t'ifth Illinois was 1n the thick of the
battle and. again 1 t lost a great many men:

83 wounded.

18 killed and

According to Brigadier General Ransom, the

Ninety-fifth Illinois' 1•1oas was much heavier than that

ot any other regiment in my command. ,,l9
In the second assault, the Ninety-filth lost several of its officers and, for a time, thought that Colonel
Humphrey was among the casualties.

Humphrey explained

later that while he was leading his regiment, he got too
far ahead and crossed a ridge that his men could not
reach.

The firing became so intense that he had to lie

on the ground and wait for the firing to atop; at nightfall he was able to get up and rejoin his men. 20 General
Ran.som had been ao certain that Humphrey had been killed

that he had ordered a coffin for him, and the coffin was

l8u.s.,

War Records Offioe, ~• cit., Ser. I, Vol.

XXIV, Part 1, 37.

19Ib1d., Part 2, 159, 297. See also Belvidere
Standard, June 2, 1863, p. 3 and July 7, 1863, p. 2.
20 u. s., War Records Office, 22.•
XXIV, Part 2, 299-301.

ill•,

Ser. I, Vol.
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there when Humphrey walked in. 21

Regimental historian Wales Wood gave quite a. color-

ful account of the attack and of Humphrey's ordeal:
At ten o'clock A. M. • on the 22nd, the charge
began again furiously. The Ninety-fifth. on
this occasion, also gained an advanced position on the crest of a ridge near the en·e my' s
works, encountering one of the most sweeping
and destructive fires to which troops were
ever exposed. Colonel Humphrey, in advance
of and leading his regiment, exthusiastic
[sic] with the desire to storm the fortit1oations in his immediate front, determined to
accomplish it, if among hum.an possibilities,
and with that .n atural daring which characterized the man, pressed onward over that ridge,
then being swept by rebel musketry, and
plowed up by rebel shot and. shell. The reg1m.e.n t attempted to follow their leader, and
bravely rallied to the charge, but to advance
was to meet certain death, and it was plain
that a farther prosecution or the undertaking
would annihilate the regiment •

.After passi.n g over the ridge mentioned,
Colonel Humphrey lay down closely upon the
ground, as 1t was impossible for a human being
then to be visible above it and live. In this
condition, with the mad cannon balls screaming
over him, and plowing around his body, covering him with dirt, and benu:mbing his limbs, he
remained until eve-Ding, when he noiselessly

crept from his precarious position, and appeared so suddenly and unexpectedly in
C8Jl1p •

21

•

•

.22

shannon, .2£•

ill•,
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For his valor, Colonel Humphrey received special notice
and praise .from General Ransom. 2 3
It is interesting to note that Company D's Sergeant
Onley Andrus, who had complained steadily about the lack
of action and real battle, began to complain about t he
involvement of the Ninety-.fifth Illinois 1n too much
.fighting.

He blamed the s ituation on Colonel Humphrey,

claiming that Humphrey had insisted t hat the r e gi ment be

taken off guard duty at Lake Providence and sent into
battle.

Andrus assessed Humphrey•s motivation in a let-

ter home:

"He is looking for Stars and ls willing to

sacrifice every man in his Regt to accomplish his aims.'*
Andrus further generalized, nFor there is none in the

Regt that are so blind as not to see what he is up to,
and he has anything but the love of the men ot his com-

m.am. u24

If such a statement was true, there was no hint

of 1 t in e.1 ther the regimental hi sto·r y or in any of the
letters or articles in the Belvidere Standard.
The total cost for the two assaults was 1,267
killed, wounded, or missing. 25 The Ninety-fifth Illinois

2 3u.s ., War Records Office, .2.E•
XXIV, Part 2, 298.

24shannon, 2.E.• ill·,
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ill•,

Ser. I , Vol.
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25r111n ois at Vicksbur' (n .p.: Illinois-Vicksburg
Military Park Cciiiinlsslon, 190 ) , P• 41.
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had had 25 killed and 137 wounded. 26

After the two

attacks hostilities continued at such a paoe that on May

25 many of the dead

and injured were still on the field.

The odor was so offensive and the wounded were in such
obvious agony that the Confederate General Pemberton suggested a truce ". • • so that the dead and dying might
receive proper attention.''

Grant agreed to the idea and
the troops cleared the field. 2 7
In spite of the losses incurred by the Union forces,

General Grant was confident of eventual success, for in
his report of the assault of May 22, 1863, he claimed,

"The enemy are now undoubtedly in our grasp.

The tall of

Vicksburg and the captUN of most or the garrison can only
be a question of time. u 2 8
Grant did, however, decide to cease trying to
storm the fortifications at Vicksburg and determined instead to lay siege to the city,

His troops dug in around

the city and the Union navy controlled the river.

Grant

reasoned, "As long as we could hold our position, the

26u.s., War Records Office, 22,. ill_., Ser. I, Vol.
XXIV, Part 2, 159.
2 7Buel, 22•

ill·•

III, 489.

28 u.s., War Records Office,
XXIV, Part l, 37.

!:!E.• cit., Ser. I, Vol.
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enemy was limited in supplies of food, men, and munitions
of war, to what they had on hand.
always. 029

These could not last

Consequently, the Union troops, knowing the rebels

were trapped, strengthened and fortified their own positions.

Piling sandbags in front of the trenches and logs

atop the sandbags, the soldiers had such protection that
they could almost walk erect with 1mpun.1ty.30
Living conditions during the siege were extremely
poor.

The me.n had difficulty getting clean water, such

d1fficulty that one Wisconsin regiment dug a well 100
feet deep to try to alleviate the situation, only to be
rewarded with muddy water.

Moat of the regiments sent

groups of men to fill barrels with water from the Mississippi, but that water was not good either.31 The problem
w1th water may well be the reason for the single illness
report for Private Albert D. J. Cashler during the entire
war, for it was reported that Cashier suffered from

29Buel, .2£•

ill•,

III, 518.

30Bruce Catton, Thia Hallowed Ground (Garden Oity,
New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. , 1956 ) , p. 260.

31Ibid.,

p. 259.
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"chronic diarrhoean during the Vicksburg campaign.3 2
Another report verified Cashier's usually ";rigor•ous health," noting that his health, as well as his
'•apparent abandon," made him one of the soldiers selected
whenever "dependable men were absolutely necessary. n33
Specific mention was again made of Cashier during

the Vicksburg campaign, namely in a report of h1·s capture.
According to the report, Cashier was captured by the
rebels while he was on a

11

skirmishing expedition,n but he

nseized a gun from the guard, knocked down the man and
fled baol-c to the Union camp."~
Descriptions of the living conditions at Vicksburg
lead to speculations about Cashier's undiscovered secret.
Historian Bruce Catton revealed,

An Iowan wrote home that "we are all as dirty
as hogs" and infested with verminJ they had
not had their clothes off for .four weeks, and
in the trenches they could hardly get enough
water to drink; to make any att~pt to keep
clean was completely hopelese.3~

32u.s., Bureau of Pensions, File on Albert D.

Cashier.
File.)

J.

(Hereinafter referred to as Bureau o:f Pensions

33P1ttstield Republican (Pittsfield, Illinois),
file at the Illinois
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, Quincy, Illinois.

May

14, 191.3. The el1pp!ng ls on

-

34Ibid.
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That the practice of not changing clothea often was not

unusual is acknowledged by Wiley, tor he stated, "Seasoned
campaigners oo.mmonly slept in their trousers and
shirts."3 6
These notations are mentioned to point out that

under such conditions, it would not be so difficult for

a woman to disguise successfully as a man as it would if
the soldiers bathed or changed often.

Unanimously, the

men of the Ninety-fifth who filed depositions concerning

Cashier affirmed that they had never seen Cashier undressed and had not lmown

or

the existence of a wcnan in

the regiment. 37
Mary Livermore, a nurse who served during the war,

discussed women who had enlisted as men and pointed out
that the women were usually revealed "by accident or
casualty. n3S

Cashier, according to the records, was never

injured or seriously 111, a factor which probably aided
his continued service with the regiment.

36Bell Irvin Wiley, The Life of Billy Yank, ~
Common Soldier of the Union (Indianapolis:
Merrill Oompany-;-1952), p. 23.

The Bobbs-

37Bureau of Pensions File.
38Mary Livermore, ~ Storz of the War:

! Woman's
Narrative:?!._ Four Years' Personal Experience (Hartford,
Connecticut: A. D. Worthington and Company, 1889), pp.
119-120 .
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The Ninety-fifth Illinois Inf'antry, as part of
Ransom' a brigade, was kept busy during the long siege,
working constantly to move the trenches and fortifications
nearer to the Confederate fortif1ca.t ions.

On July 3,

1863, when the city of Vicksburg was finally su.r rendered,
Ransom's brigade had actually dug a trenc h under one of
t ·h e main Confederate forts and had planted a mine there.3 9

When the Union troops marched into the city on July

4,

Captain Elliott N. Bush reported, the Ninety-fifth Illinois Inf'antry Volunteers ". • • was considered worthy and
well-qualified to be of the honored few to march first

into this heretofore stronghold of treason. n40

After

their arrival the men of the Ninety-fifth were assigned
to picket duty within the city.41

Shortly after Grant's forces had captured Vicksburg, Major General Nathaniel Banks took the city of Port
Hudson; thus the Union gained o ontrol of the Mississippi

River from Cairo, Illinois, to the Gult.42

Besides the

value of freeing the transportation routes to the Union

39wood, ~- cit.,
also

pp .

80-81.

40:aelvidere Standard, July 14, 1863, p . 2.
ood, .5?.E.• oit., p . 81.

41 s hannon, .2.2.• cit., p . 57.
42wood, .2.E.• ill•,

p. 81.

ee

forces alo.ng the Mississippi, the control or the river
also served to cut off many of the Con!'ederate supp ly
routes; many ·or the Confederate forces east or the Mississippi had been getting their supplies from Texas,
Arkansas, and Louisiana.43
On July 12, 1863, General Ransom' s brigade was sent
to occupy the city of Natchez, M1ss1as1pp1.

The . brigade

was able to do so without a fight, apparently having surprised the c1ty.44

Again, the Ninety-fifth Illinois was

accorded the honor of being allowed to enter a captured
city first.

Colonel Thomas Humphrey related in a lett er

that the Ninety-fifth Illinois had picket duty and
described 1 t ". • . pleasant duty for a beautiful are a."
He added that the people of Natchez seemed to be out of

touch with the war.45
One of the specific tasks assigned Ran s om ' s brigade
was to capture supplies being sent to the Confederate
forces.

Natchez was a good location f or the t ask, f or

General Ransan dis covered that a large he rd of c att l e
intended for the Confederate Army was being pastured only

43s hannon, .<1P.. c 1 t. , p. 57 .

44wood, .2.e.• ill·,

pp. 81-82.

45Belv1dere Sta,ndard, August

4, 1863, p . 2.
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a tew miles east of the oity.

Since Ransom had no caval-

ry, he secured mounts for a unit of infantrymen and sent
the unit

or

200 men to capture the cattle.

The herd of

5,000 cattle was easily taken from the small number of

guards and was driven baok to Natohez .46
Two companies of the Ninety-fifth Illinois, oom ...

manded by the then healthy Captain Charles B. Loop; were
part of the mounted in!'antry unit.4 7 The force as a
whole was led by Major Asa Worden, Fourteenth Wisconsin
Infantry.48
Other major prizes captured by the mounted infantry
were munitions, cotton, and horses.

The ammunition was

taken after General Ranson was told that 150 wagons had
been ferried across the M1sas1ss1ppi a few days before
his arrival.

He immediately ordered the mounted unit in

pursuit and they .s ucceeded in capturing 312 muskets and 11

boxes of artillery ammunition.

In addition, the men

destroyed much anmunition which could not be taken back
to Natchez .4 9

46wood, ~-

ill•,

4 7Belvidere

Standard, August 11, 1863, p. 3.

48wood, ~· cit.,

49 Ibid.

pp . 82-83.
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See also Shannon, .212• ill_., p .
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A week later Major Worden took his unit eastward to
look for other Confederate supplies.

Besides the discov-

ery and destruction of stores of ammunition, the troops
round supplies of Confederate cotton.

A later expedition

undertaken with 350 men covered over 100 miles.

During

this tour Worden's unit destroyed sugar, saddles, small
arms, a cotton factory being used to make cloth tor the

Confederate Arm.y, railroad cars, molasses, and Confederate
uniforms. • In addition to all of this ~orden's men cap-

tured 10 rebel prisoners

.5°

Most of the sugar, cotton,

and cattle captured by Ransom's brigade was sent down the
Mississippi to Generals Grant and Banka,51
While part of Ransom's forces• were on such expeditions, the other men served on guard duty, tried to con-

vince some freed Negroes to continue working on nearby
plantations as free laborers, and recruited other freedmen
into the army.5 2 The influx of freed Negroes into Natchez
was so great that the Union troops had to build a uoorral"

outside of town for many of them and to give them government rations.

Many of the Natchez citizens were afraid

5°wood, ~• cit.,

51Belvidere
52 s hannon,

p. 50.

Standard, August
~• ait., P•

58.

4,

1863, p. 2.
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ot the large numbers ot the freedmen and asked the Union
Army for protection; others claimed loyalty to the Union,
hoping that such a claim would restore their slaves to
them under the terms of the Emancipation Proclamation.
Ransom refused the pleas of the latter group and insisted
that the Negro laborers be paid for their work.53

Of the

Negroes taken into the service, the Ninety-fi.fth's Colonel
Humphrey reported that they had ". • • demonstrated their
ability to make good soldiers."54
Ransom's brigade was not without danger during its
occupation of Natchez ..

Confederate Colonel John L. Logan

approached the city on July 31 with a force of 1.,$00 men
on horseback.

His job was to try to reopen the trade

route across the Mississippi.

Word, however, of Logan's

intended attack had reached General Ransom and the Union
forces were ready.

Meeting Logan outside of the city, the

unit of makeshift cavalry, supported by the in1'antry and
artillery, was able to drive Logan's forces baok.
engagement Logan suffered a loss of 61 men:
cavalry was killed,

53Wood,

15 men

were wounded, and

his chief of

45

were

.22• cit., pp. 87-88.
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captured.S5
Logan hovered around the city, skirmishing with
Union force.s periodically, and generally harassing Ran-

som• s men.

Several times, reports ot planned raids were

rece1 ved. during the night and the Ninety-fifth was roused
from sleep.

There were, however, few serious enoounters,5 6

Ransan repeatedly asked for a full cavalry unit with which
he could really battle Logan, but never received one;
Ransom complained, ttit is a terrible annoyance to have
this vagabond (Logan) so near me, and not be able to fight
him. u57

The Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry was obviously

held in esteem by Ransom, for during the occupation of
Natchez Ransom was asked to send the regiment to General
John McArthur.

In reply, he sent the Seventy-second and

kept the N1nety-t1fth.5B

While the Ninety-fifth was in

Natchez, some of the men were allowed to go home on

55wood, .2.e.• cit., PP• 85-86.
56Shannon, ~• oit., p. 62,.
57

Wood, .2£•

58shannon,

ill•,
.2£•

p. 86,

ill•,

P• 63.
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leave.5 9

There is no mention by the regimental historian

or by the Belvidere Standard which men were on leave;
there!'ore it is not known whether Cashier left the regi-

ment.
During October, 1863, the Ninety-fifth Illinois

Infantry, then under the command of' Brigadier General

Thomas Kilby Smith., was ordered to Vicksburg., where it
remained until F'ebruary of 1864. 60 While under General
Smith, the Ninety-fifth Illinois was attached to the
Second Brigade, First Division, Seventeenth Army Corps. 61

The tasks assigned the Ninety•fifth I.llinois during
the four-month period included building additional fortifications around Vicksburg and serving on garrison duty. 62
After ha.v ing served somewhat longer than a year, the
Ninety-fifth' s ranks were quite depleted.

As a result of

this s1 tuat1on, plua President Abraham Lincoln's eall for
300,000 more soldiers, the regiment sent Captain Charles

59Wood,
.
~• oit.t.

p. 90. See also Belvidere
Standard, Novetnoe-r -r;--1t1 63, p. 3; and Dyer, 2.E• cit., III,
1087. Dy-er lists the regimental veterans' leaves as !'or
March and April. Newspaper reports indicate that both
Dyer and Wood were right.

60 shannon, 2£•

ill•,
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B. Loop, Captain James Nish, Captain A.

s . Stewart, and

some noncommissioned officers home for recruits. 63
On December l, 1863, the Standard announced:
Capt. Loop and Lieut. (James] Tisdel have
opened a recruiting office on the South Side
• • • where any desirous of enrolling themselves in the ranks of the gallant Ninetyfi.fth,can find an enlistment roll.
A War Meeting, for the promotion of recruiting the ranks of this bully regiment, in
which can be found so many or our friends and
neighbors, will be held tomorrow evening at
Fuller's Hall. Let our citizens rally and
have a patriotic time. The old battle ,parred
flag or the regiment will be exhibited. 04
While the recruiting was going on, a letter was
printed in the newspaper praising " Colonel 'Tom'"
(Humphrey).

The letter claimed that Humphrey

n.

• •

be-

comes more popular every day, not only with his own

regiment, but with all his associate office.r s. n65

Shortly

after the letter was printed, Colonel Humphrey arrived in.
Belvidere on leave.

He spoke to the townspeople about the

war, delivering a fiery, colorful patriotic speech.
passage declared:
But s uddenly theae visions (of America] are
scattered to the winds by the leer-eyed brute

63wood, ~-

ill·,

pp. 90-91.

64.aelvidere Standard, December 1, 1863, p. 3.

65Belvidere Sta?Jiard, January 5; 1864, p. 3.
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secession thrusting his di-s torted and disgusting proportions before me, with his lett hand
grasping the nation by the throat while his
right upholds a d~fter dripping w1 th the green
poison ot treason. ·
Later 1n the speech Humphrey attacked those who had refused to serve in the army and had improved their financial holdingar

Soores o'! years frcn now, a surviving hero of

the Siege or Vicksburg will be more honored
than the most wealthy of you who have 1noreaaed
your riohea from our country•s necessities •• ••
Centuries from now they will be remembered , and
their descendants will be honored 1n the land,
when ill~gotten wealth, unless benevolently
used, 'Ifill have taken to itsel'! w1ngs--when the
original possessor will be forgotten, and his
offspring will pass unnoticed, glad thus to
escape the finger of scorn.67

The transcript of Humphrey's stirring oratory covered

almost the entire front page of the Standard.
The recruiters for the Ninety-fifth needed more

than rousing speeches, however, because the enlistments
were slow in coming.

Even after extending the time

allotted for recruitment efforts and publishing a plea
for ". • • a repetition of the patriotism displayed on

former occasions, n 68 the representatives

or

the

_,.

66~lv1dere Stand•rd, February 9, 1864, p. l •
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67Ibid.

68 Belvidere Standard, March 3, 1864, p. 3.
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Ninety-tit'th Illinois were barely able to attract enough

men to meet the minimum number of p rivates,

640.

Regi-

ments were allowed up to 820 privates. 69

The Ninety-rifth Illinois Ini'antry Regiment was
not entirely idle while the recruiters were at work, but
it was virtually free from fighting.
General William T.

In February, 1864,

herman led one of the rirst expedi tioria

from Vicksburg, leaving the Ninety-fifth Illinois to guard
the eity. 70

Sherman ts intent was to invade "interior

sections of the Confederacy" which had been relatively
free of Union troop movement.

To accomplish this goal

the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Army Corps marched towa,rd
Jackson, Mississippi, taking different routes.

Just out-

side of the city, the Union forces met and dispersed the
Confederate force.s .

Immediately,

herman led his men

across the Pearl River and headed east fo:r Meridian,
Mississippi.

Having reached the city with little opposi-

tion, the Union forces wer& able to destroy Confederate
arsenals, commissary stores, and railroad -commun1ca-

.
71
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In March, 1864, shortly after Sherman' s return,
the Ninety-fifth was selected to a•ooompany Major Genel'al
Nathaniel Banks on an expedition up the

ed River.

For

this move, the regiment was assigned to the brigade of
Colonel LJ1118.n Ward, Fourteenth Wisconsin Infantry.

The

corps itself was commanded by Brigadier General Andrew
Jackson Smith. 72
The three divisions selected left Vicksburg on

March 9, 1864, to meet General Banks at the mouth of the
Red River.

The Ninety-f'itth Illinois , trans port ed aboard

the steamer I.2!Y! Raines, landed t wo days later.

Though

Banks and his troops had not reached the mouth of the

river yet, General A. J. Sm.1th started up the Red River

an the twelfth.

With only a minor sk1rm1.sh on the first

day, the Union forces reached Fort DeRussey on March

14

and defeated the Confederate forces there, capturing 300
men in

the process.

Two days later the 1Unety -f1fth

Ill1no1s was ordered to destroy the forti.f'ications.73
According to Colonel Thomas Humphrey,
The works were very formidable, being by far
the most ec1ent1f1oally and permanently
constructed works or the enemy I have seen,

72 Ib1d., P• 97.
?)Ibid ., PP• 97-98.
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and w1 th our limited appliances, very difficult
of destruction.
Having dismantled the wooden :reinforcements and stacked
them so that they could be burned, the men returned to
o8lllp.

At 7 p.m. Humphrey was told that at 8 p.m. the

magazines would be exploded.

In preparation, the llinety-

fi.fth moved away a short distance and sought shelter.

As of 10 p.m. no explosion had taken place; so the men
moved back to their oamp area, many of them going to bed.

Thirty minutes later the ground erupted and the air became thick with timbers, lumps of hard clay, and other
solid objects.

Samuel Snyder, Company A of the N1nety-

f1fth, suffered a broken leg when he waa struck by a
clay projectile and several others were wounded.

Immedi-

ately following the initial explosion, an ''iron fieldpieoe'* burst and the, flying fragments killed several men
in the brigade, including one membe.r of the N1nety1'1fth. 74

General A. J. Smith's force left the Fort DeRuasey
area and moved farther up the Red River, stopping at .Alex-

andria, Louisiana, on March 17 to wait for General Banks.75

7h
-ru.s., War Records Of.flee, 2£• ill•• Ser. I, Vol.
XX.XIV, Part l, 386-387.
75shannon, .2£• ill•, P• 59.
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On March 25, 1864, two companies of the Ninety-fifth
Illinois, Private A.l bert Cashier's Company G and Company
D; were ordered to take prisoners to New Orleans aboard
the steamer Meteor .76 After the delivery of the prison-

ers, a card was printed in a New Orleans newspaper praising the ttoourteay and humanity' displayed by the members
of the Ninety-.fifth.

Having noted the praise, the

Belvidere Standard commented, ,.Undoubtedly the rebs expected that our boys would show themselves big brutes
• • • 1n their treatment of prisoners of war. • • . "

The

paper also mentioned that one ot the prisoners was a
former Belvidere man who was"• •• now anxious to obtain
his release by taking the oath of al.legiance. ,,77
Early in April the two companies rejoined the rest
of the army at Grand Ecore , Louisiana.

The infantry units

for the Red River campaign were supported by 20 gunboats
and iron-clads as well as a fleet of transports, a force

that historian Fred Albert Shannon called " . • • the most
formidable naval expedition ever attempted on the Western
rivers. ,r78

April 8, 1864, the large unit began to move

76wood, 22• cit., p . 101. See also Belvidere
Standard, Aprir--12,'7:8"64, p . 3. The Standard naJ11os Companie a G and !! .
'77Belv1dere Standard, April 12, 1864, p. 3.

78 Shannon, .21?.. cit .,

p.

59.
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on both land and water.

The Ninety-fifth Illinois Infan-

try was split, with Cashier's Company G serving as sharpshooters.79
The river fleet traveled about 70 miles up the Red
River and neared Shreveport, Louisiana, having met little
opposition.

On April 10, however, the fleet heard that

the land forces canmanded by General Banks had been defeated at Pleasant Hill, Louisiana, and were retreating
to Grand Ecore.

Responding to the news, the river force

immediately turned back.

The return was more hazardous

than the trip upriver, for the Confederates had placed.
artillery and sharpshooters at strategic places along the

Red River.

In the four to five day return trip, the

Ninety-fifth Illinois had one man killed, 11 wounded.

80

Of Banks's defeat, Fred A. Shannon observed:
Banks seems to have had little faith in the
Red River Expedition from the start, and he
was utterly discouraged by his defeat by Taylor at Sabine Cross Roads on the eighth and at
Pleasant Hill on the ninth of April. He had
lost 2,900 men at the former engagement • • •
and 1,100 the next day.
But the Confederate estimated losses in the
two battles totaled 3,500 and from a military

79u.s., War Records Office,
XXX.IV, Part 1, 380 •

80shannon, .2E.•

.QE•

ill_., Ser. I, Vol.

ill•, pp. 59-60. See also u. s.,
War Records Office,~- cit., Ser. I, Vol. XXXIV, Part 1,
387-389.

point of view there was still much chance of
suoceaa for the Northern forces. A. J. Smith
wanted to continue the cam.pa1gn, but Banks had
had enough of it. Both amiea at Pleasant
Hill had considered themselves whipped, and
they retreated equal distances from the field.
Each was surprised on the following day to
learn that the other also had .fled. But Banks
had not the heart to continue the campaign.Bl

When the retreat, which now involved all of Banka's
forces, resumed, Colonel Lyman Ward's brigade was assigned

to be the rear guard.

The Ninety-fifth Illinois In£antry,

then with the land forces, was the last regiment, the one

most vulnerable to expected Confederate attacks.

On

April 22 and 23 the brigade successfully warded off
vigorous enemy attacks.

After frequent skirmishes with

the enemy, the Union forces finally reached Alexandria
on the twenty-eighth of Aprii. 82
At Alexandria the retreating force had to stop to
ooild a dam because the river had fallen so low that the

boats could not get through.
taking advantage

or

The Confederate forces,

the delay, constantly harassed the

troops; but the Union soldiers were able to defend their
pos1t1ons.

Having finally succeeded in getting the boats

through the previously shallow area, Banks continued his

81Shannon, 2£• e1t., p. 60.

82Wood., .22• ill•, p.

105.
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retreat, burning Confed.e rate ootton and part of the city

of Alexandria before his departure on May 14. 83
The remainder of the retreat to the mouth of the

Red River was marked by repeated skirmishes, as well as
one final battle at Yellow Bayou, Louisiana.

In this

last ·b attle of the Red River expedition, both sides

suffered large losses; but the Union army managed to defeat the Confederate forces and take 300 prisoners.

On

May 21, 1864, Banlcs' s retreating fore es reached the mouth
ot the Red River. 84
Ot the Red

River campaign, Wales Wood concluded,

"Thus ended, ingloriously, the great, expensive and fruit-

less attempt to penetrate to the head-waters of the Red

River. tt

Wood's analysis of Banks' s actions was quite

similar to that of Shannon, for Wood called General Banks
"disheartened" and stated, ". • • it was a general belief
in the army that a few more days of perseverance would

have placed the great object of the expedition 1n possession of the Union troops. ,.,

Giving Banks credit for a

sincere belief that his troops would be nannihilated" it

he did not retreat, Wood added, "The retreat was imperative,

83 Ib1d.
8

4-shannon, ~•

ill•,

P• 60.
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however, but was obeyed with feelings
d1sappo1ntment."85

or

reluctance and

Not all of the men were so kind; the

Standard related that some of the men of the Ninety-fifth
n.

•

•

don't speak in very flattering terms of Gen.

Ba.nka.1186

After its return from the Red River expedition,
the Ninety ..fifth Illinois Infantry expected to be sent

back to Vicksburg; for 1 t auppo.s edly had been transferred

fran. the Seventeenth Army Corps only temporarily.

In-

stead, the regiment was ordered to Memphis, Tennessee, 8 7
and was assigned to Brigadier General Manning F. Force,
Third B;igade, Third Divis1on.86
Soon after their arrival, the men of the Ninetyfifth were ordered to join the forces of Brigadier General
Samuel D. Sturgis and were placed in a brigade with two
other Illinois Infantry regiments, the Eighty-first and
the One hundred thirteenth.

On

June 1, 1864, the troops

left Memphis by railway, heading for an 111-tated battle

ill• ,

85wood, QE.• cit., pp. 107-108.
IV, 3 72.

See also Buel, 2E.·

86Belv1dere Standard, June 7, 1864, p. :3.

8 7sbannon, 22.• cit., p. 61.
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at Guntown, Mississippi.

Eight days later the Union

forces reached Ripley, Mississippi , where they left the
train and began the march to Guntown.

On June 10 General

Sturgis, having advanced with his cavalry units five or
six miles ahead of the infantry, met the forces of the
Confederacy's Major General Nathan B. Forrest.

The

infantry, though marching in e~treme heat, was told to
double-time in order to get to Sturgis's aid.

Many of

the infantrymen suffered from sunstroke and exhaustion. 89
Lieutenant William Avery of the Ninety-fifth reported
that men

n•

••

lay by ones, twos, and dozens beside the

road.n90
The Ninety-fifth hurried but did not double-time.

Colonel Humphrey reasoned that his men were so tired that
if' he tried to force them to march too fast, they would

not be in "as good and efficient condition poss1ble'l for
the battle. 91 Colonel George B. Hoge of the One hundred
thirteenth Illinois reported later,
entire camnand, exeept the Ninety-fifth
Illinois, seemed to be about equally ·
exhausted, this regiment having come up at

My

89Wood, .2£• cit., p. 110. See also U.s., War
Records Off'ioe, E?l!.• cit., Ser. I, Vol .• XXXIX, Part l,
119-121.

90Belv1dero Standard, June 28, 1864, p. 2.
91Wood, .2£•

ill• ,

p • 110 •
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a more moderate gait, still all suffering more
or less from exhaustion.92
Exhausted as they were, the men were immediately

thrust into battle.

The conflict was a slaughter: the

cavalry gave way leaving the infantry exposed, and the
depleted ammunition supply was not replenished. 93

Though

the 1n1'antr,men fought desperately, they eventually had
to retreat some distance.

In time, Sturgis ordered "a

general and hasty retreat. "94
The Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry suffered extreme

losses during the carnage.

The regiment was; during the

course of the battle, led by four different officers.
The first, Colonel Thomas

w.

Humphrey, was lcilled early

in the battle; his successor, Captain William H. Stewart
of Company H, rece1 ved wounds in both thighs and was taken

from the field; and his successor, Captain Elliott N.
Bush, Company G, was killed.

ot the

The

r inal

regimental le ad.er

day waa Captain Almon Schellenger, Company K, who

92U.s., War Records Office, .2.2• oi t., Ser. I, Vol.
XX.XIX, Part 1, 165.

93 ~ . , 123.

94.wood, £?E.• oi t. , p. 112.
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led the group in retreat. 95

Though Schellenger (sometimes

spelled Schell1nger) was able to organize an orderly withdrawal ot part ot what was lett ot the N1nety-t1tth, many

ot the :regiments scattered in all directions and Guntownscarred soldiers straggled into Memphis for days.96
Most ot the men destroyed their guns, apparently
wish1.ng neither to carry them nor to let them tall into
enemy hands.

Lieutenant John D. Abbe, Company K, who

made it back to Memphis in three days, reported that for
the last two days he and the men with him had no :food.

One

or

the lucky groups, Abbe's men met a train that had

been sent to rescue them.

or

his rescuers Lieutenant Abbe

recalled:

• • • a monu,nt after heari.ng our condition,
the contents of their haversacks were flying
through the air 1n a perfect shower as they
threw them at our boys. I have stood with
feelings of perfect indifference when the
storm of death was howling around and many I
loved were falling in the strife, but when I
saw a body or men, entire strangers to us,
robbing themselves to appease our hunger,
and doing it with such a readiness, I must

95Shannon, ~• e1t., p. 6l.

The officer next in
rank to Humphrey was Lieutenant Colone 1 I.sander Blanden,
but he was not with the regiment at Guntown. See
Belvidere Standard, July 21, 1864, p. 3.

96Wood,
. 22• cit., PP• 112-113.
.
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oonf'esa I could not stand by unmoved. The
tears started, and I was not the only one
thus a.ffeoted. 9 ·r
The loss suffered. at Guntown was overwhelming.

The

N1nety-f1fth 1 s brigade had 748 men of 1,674 killed,
wounded, or m1ssing,98 and the regiment itself lost 82
men.99

The valiant Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry was

lauded by Colonel Andrew

• Rogers, Eighty-first Illinois,

who testified, "I can bear witness to the• courage

or

the

Ninety-fifth Illinois Volunteers •• , which were under
my immediate view and fought side by side with us during

the engagement. 11100
Praise for the actions of Brigadier General Samuel

Sturgis is not so easy to find.

Regimental h1storian

Wales Wood asserted bluntly that the disaster was the

direct result of the general's "incompetency and lack
courage. it

2.!

Wood charged, "When the important cr1a1a ot

battle came, which demanded his counsel, presence and action, he was nowhere to be .found near the front, where the

97 Belvidere Standard, June 28, 1864, p . 2,

98 u.s.,

ar Records Office, .92.• cit., Ser. I, Vol.
XXXIX, Part 1, 10).
99 Belv1dere Standard., July

S,

1864, p. 3.

lOOu. s ., War Records Office, .2£• cit., Ser. I, Vol.
XXXIX, Part 1, 123.
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tieroe contest raged • • • • nlOl

Fred Albert Shannon

similarly indicted Sturgis:
General Sturgis, who had grossly mismanaged
a.1'ta1rs from the start_. remained during the
battle at a safe distance and gave hardly
any orders except the final one to retreat
when his own hiding place was about to be
overrun. Then he raced from the scene,
leaving his army to get away the best it
could.102
The devastating blow dealt at Guntown took its toll
of men and morale.

After returning to Memphis, the Ninety-

fifth Illinois was given a respite so that the regiment
could recruit more personnel and the men could recover
from the shock and exbaustion.l03

The rest seemed to

help, for on July 16, 1864, Sergeant Onley Andrus reported
that only two members of the regiment were listed as
aick. 104

On July 26 Lieutenant Colonel Leander Bland.en

returned to the Ninety-fifth Illinois and took command.
Working to restore the regiment to fighting to.r m, Blan.den

101wood, ~• cit .• , p. 1]4.

The italics are Wood's.

102Shannon, 2.E.• ill•, PP• 61-62. See also
Belvidere Standard, July 21, 1864, p • .3. A Board o.r Investigation was assigned to study "'the disaster to the
late expedition made under Brig. Gen. Sturgis" and the
testimony is printed in U.S., War Records Office, .2E.• cit.,
Ser. I, Vol. XXXIX, Part l, 147-217.

l03wood, ~• cit., p. 118.
l04shannon, 2E.• cit., p. 90.
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saw that the men' a clothing and weapons were replaced,
then drilled and disciplined the group to "its form.er condition of prosperity and efficie.n oy. nl05
Thus renewed, on August 3 the Ninety-fifth Illinois
Infantry was ordered to embark on an expedition along the
White River in Arkansas.

Traveling aboard the steamer

White Cloud, the regiment left Memphis for St. Charles,
Arkansas, where it was assigned to a division commanded
by Colonel Jonathan B. Moore, Thirty-third Wisconsin
Infantry.

For almost a month the Union troops at St.

Charles constructed fortifications in preparation for an
expected attack. 106 Since there wa.a no assault, Moore's
division le.ft St. Charles on September 1 and advanced up
the White River, arriving at DeValls Bluff (also spelled
Duvalls and Devalle) on the third.

The division proceeded

upriver to find the Confederate force reported to be near

Augusta, Arkansas.
in accounts:

At this point there is a discrepancy

the regimental history claims, "A sharp

skirmish took place near Augusta, in which the enemy met
with severe loss. 11107 Yet, Onley Andrus commented, in a

105wood, 2.E.• oi t., p. 118.

106Shannon, 2£•

ill•;

101wood, .2E.• ill•,

P• 82.
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letter written the next day, that the regiment had "failed
to find any rebs."108
The division subsequently returned to DeValls Bluff
and entrained for Brownsville, Arkansas.

At Brownsville

the Ninety-fifth Illinois was placed under the command of
Major General Joseph A. Mower, who left Brownsville on
September 17, 1864, in pursuit of the Confederate forces
under Major General Sterling Price.

Forcing the men to

march long hours, Mower reaehed Cape Girardeau, Missouri,
on October 4.l09

The troops had marched about 325 miles

in less than three weeks; and, to add to the trial, several of the soldiers wore out their shoes and had to march
barer oot .110
The intent ot the forced march, to catch and confront Price's forces, was thwarted.

Price had reached

Missouri and had advanced farther north, out of Moore's
reach.

While Price was meeting dei'eat from Union troops

under General A. J. Smith, the Ninety-fifth traveled by
boat to St. Louis, Missouri, thence to Jefferson City,
Missouri.

On

October 16, 1864, the regiment reported to

108 Shannon, .2.E.• cit., P• 96, .
l09wood, 22• oit., pp. 120-121.

110shannon, ~• cit., p. 99.
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Sedalia, Missouri, for guard duty, a task which included
reception and transfer ot Confederate prisoners captured
during the battles between Price and Smith. 111

After

Price was defeated, the Ninety-fifth Illinois, along with
the re st of General A. J. Smith's command, returned to

St. Louis.

Once there, they were assigned to Benton's

Barre.oles, which is five miles outside or St. Lou1s.1 1 2
Resting near St. Louis only 12 days, the Ninety-·

fifth Illinois Infantry embarked upon the steamer Isabella
for Nashville, Tennessee.

General Smith's forces had been

ordered to rush to the aid of Union forces which were

battling Confederate troops led by General John B. Hood.
On November 30,

1864, as Smith' a unit landed at Nashville,

Major General John M. Schofield was d.efeating Hood at

Franklin, Tennessee, 20 miles south of Nashville.

Later

Schofield joined forces with Major General George H.
Thomas at Nashville and the combined troops fortified
their position aouth of the city, preparing for an attack
by Hood.

During these preparations, Colonel Leander

Blanden of the N1nety-!'1fth Illinois wa.e placed in command

of the Second Brigade and Lieutenant William Avery took

lllibid., p. 83.
112

Wood, .2£• cit., pp. 123-124.
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oaam.and of the regiment.1 13
From Deoember first to the fifteenth the Union
stronghold at Nasbvi.lle awaited the attack..

Since no

attack came, General Thomas launched a surprise attack
against Hood .. At'ter t"ighting until nighttall, both aides
girded themselves for an assault the next day.

The en-

suing battle was a virtual standoff until the middle ot
the next day; then, as planned, the Union 's entire .force
charged the Confederate lines, causing the enemy troops
to flee to Franklin.

Hood's loss was staggering2

"• •• nearly all of his artillery had been captured, a
large proportion or his men taken prisoners, and his
killed and womided left strewn over the varioue battletielda. ull4

For over five weeks the men of the Ninety-fifth
Illinois participated in the pursuit of the remnants ot
Hood's army.

The cavalry units led the chase and engaged

in what little fighting there was, sending prisoners back
~o the infantry regiments.

During this time the weather

tu.r ned cold and snow fell; again, some of the men, as the

lllshannon, 2E.• cit., p. 106.
Standard; December 13, IB64, P• 3.,
1 14wood, 2E.. ill•, pp . 136-140.
.9.£• cit., IV, 457•460 •

See also Belvidere
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result of much marching, wore out their shoes and had to
proceed, "leaving the crimson prints of their bare feet
in the snmr." 115 Early in January, 186.5, the Ninety-fifth
reached Clifton, Tennessee, where the pursuit ended.

The

march, Wales Wood claimed, was " • • • the severest campaign in which the Ninety ...rifth was ever engaged. nll6
While in Clifton, the Union troops rested and were
supplied with new shoes and uniforms.

January 8, 1865,

the Ninety-tirth Illinois was placed on board the Leni

Leoti for transportation to Eastport, Mississippi.

At

Eastport the Ninety-fifth began constructing its winter
quarters; the log huts that were built kept the men well
protected from the cold temperatures and the wind.

Just

as they were gett.ing settled, the troops in Colonel

Moore 1 s di vision were ordered to leave camp to search for

Confede.r ate troops.

With the Ninety-fifth Illinois leading

the march, the division reached Corinth, Mississippi,. on

January 18.

Word bad preceded the force, however, and the

enemy soldiers bad escaped, burning camnissary stores betore they left.

After a few hours' stay in Corinth, the

ll5shannon, 2E.• oit., pp. 107,112. See also
Belvidere Standard, January 31, 1865, p. 3.
116wood, ~• cit., p.

J.4-6.
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Union troops started back for Eastport . 11 7
The weather turned considerably colder in Eastport,
but the huts were comfortable.

The real problem arose

when rations began to run out and supplies were not replen.ished.

The men, who had expected a supply transport

to arrive any day, became so starved that they :finally
resorted to eating corn which had been intended for the
animals. 118

In spite of their extreme hunger, some ot

the men retained a sense of humor about the situation.
Onley Andrus, for instance, told his wife,"• ••
wont [sic] be confined to corn many days.

we

The com1s,ary

[sic] has promised us Hay & Oats for the next 1ssue,inll9

On February 6, 1865, the N1nety-:f1fth Il11no1a
left Eastport aboard the Ad.-m Jacobs for New Orleans;
Lou1a1ana.

In order to make the trip by water, the

steamer had to go north fran Eastport on the 'l'ennesse~
River up to the Ohio River , thence on the Ohio to Cai~o ,
Illinois, and thence on the Mississippi Riv·e r south t~
On February 13 the men arrived at Viekab\lrg

New Orleans .

and awa1 ted orders to proceed.

A week later the comma.nq_

ll7Ib1d., PP• J.49-152.
118 Ib1d.. .
.
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came and the troops continued to New Orleans, arriving on
February 21. 120
The Ninety-fifth camped five miles below the city
on extremely muddy land .• 121

It was so rnuddy that the

regiment considered it "the most disagreeable encampment"
encountered. 122 Just before the Ninety-tifth was ordered
to begin the Mobile campaign., the Seventeenth Army Corps
of which 1t was a part., commanded by General A. J., Smith,
was designated as the Sixteenth Arm.7 Corps.

At the same

time the Ninety-tit'th was assigned to the Second Brigade
of Colonel Jonathan Moore 's Third D1v1s1on. 12 3
In March the Sixteenth Army Corps was directed to

join the forces under General E. R. s . Canby at Fort
Gainee, Dauphin Island (also spelled Dauph1ne).

At this

point., Albert Cashier• 1 C011lpany G, along with Companies

F, H, and K, was ordered to remain behind temporarily to
help transport equipment to the island.

The sand surface

or Dauphin Island was a pleasant change from the muddy

120wood, ~-

ill•,

121shannon, 5m.

1,57-160.

ill•,

pp. 108, 119.

122u
it
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123Ibid., pp. 160-161. See also Dyel' ., .2E.• cit.,
III, 1087. Dyer puts the Nine ty-t'ifth in the Seoond
Br1gade.
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land in New Orleans. 1 24

Before the campaign against

Mobile actually began, there were several changes in the
division's chain of cOMIIUlnd:

Major General E. A, Carr

beeSllle the commander of the Third Division, displacing
Colonel Moore / who moved down to command the First

Brigade, to which the Ninety-fifth I llinois had been
/

transferred ✓

Consequently, Colonel Leander Blanden, who

had been the brigade .leader, replaced Lieutenant Colonel
William Avery as regimental commander, a move not appre-

ciated by many of the men 1n the regiment . 12S
The f' ir.s t move directed by General Canby was
largely a diversionary t•ot1c.

He ordered Moore's brigade

to el'oss from Dauphin Island, which was at the entrance

to Mobile Bay, to Cedar Point, a location on the west
side.

The tour regiments in the brigade were instructed

to try to sound like three regiments e .a cb by beating three
tattoos in the evenings and by playing three reveilles in
the mornings. 126 The day after the arrival at Cedar
Point, the brigade noisily made its way toward Mobile,
trying to convince the Confederate defenders that the city

124-wood, ~• cit., pp. 161-162.

12sShannon, 21?.• cit., p. 124.
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would be attaoked from the west.

ot

tne

Staying on the west aide

bay only a few days, the brigade re joined the bulk

of Canby's arm.y and prepared for the aiege.127
In the line of approach to Mobile were two forts,
Spanish Fort (sometimes referred to as Fort Spanish) and
Fort Blakely.

The Union troops passed Spanish Fort on

March 26 and camped near Fort Blakely, hoping, again, to

deceive the enemy.

Then, early on March 27, Canby ordered

an assault on Spanish Fort;- the Sixteenth Army Corps led
the attack.

The enemy was ready and met the advance.

After Canby's forces succeeded in driving the Confederates
back to the fort, a siege began.

The siege of Spanish

Fort lasted until April 8, when the Union troops finally
stormed the fort. 12 8
The Ninety-fifth Illinois once more distinguished
itself, as it had at Vicksburg and Guntown.

On the first

day of the attack the regiment reached and held a position
only 300 yards from the fortifications, and on subsequent
d'ays the regim.e nt inched closer until, on the final day

of the siege, the trenches of the Ninety-fifth were within

40 yal'd.s of

the enemy.

127s hannon, ~-

~•
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over the enem7 rifle pits and into the fort, the first
Union regiment to gain entrance.129
For the _success of the regiment, Colonel Blanden

was praised b7 Colonel Moore:

"Col. L. Bland.en , of the

Ninety-fifth Illinois, for the manner 1n which he pushed.
his works and handled his men, deserves special

notice.nl30

Bland.en, in turn, oredited hi s men for

• • • the brave, efficient, and persevering
manner in which they have conducted themselves
fran the beginning to the end of the investment.
Throughout the whole s .iege, they have
labored almost unceasingly, by day and night,
with pick and ape.de, as well as with arms,
all intent upon accomplishing the common
object.131

One of the two major obstacles standing before
(Mobile, Alabama, }lad been conquered and Major General
-

.

- .

-

. ,,.,.

Frederick Steele, who had come up from Psn·s acola,

Florida, had the other obstaole, Fort Blakely, under
siege.

On

April 9, 186$, Steele, supported by Canby' s

force, attacked and captured Fort Blakely.
,..

129Wood, ~• ill•, pp. 172•173.
Standard, May 2, 1865, P• 3•
1 30u .s., War Records Office, .2E.•
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Mobile sur.r endered, 132

The N1nety-.f itth Illinois Infan-

try, which was to serve for rour more months , had participated in its last major battle/
Since the war, as far as the men knew, was still
not over, the Sixteenth Army Corps began a long march tor

Montgomery, Alabama, on April 13.

Enroute, the troops

heard rumors that the Con.federate General Robert E. Lee
had surrendered to Union General Ulysses
hesitated to believe them.

s.

Grant, but

On tho nineteenth, however,

the truth ot the rumors was ofricially acknowledged and
the whole camp resounded with oheers. 1 33

The N1n~t,~fj.!'J~ continued toward ~ontgomery ,
-,

·-··
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•-.....

,..

.

--

stopping 1n Greenville, Alabam.a , along the way.
_

... •-

-
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Because

'

the residents of Greenville were unconvinced that Riohn1ond

had been captured, General A. J. Smith ordered the

soldiers to c .om.mandeer the printing shop and print copies

of the correspondence which had passed between Lee and
Grant.

This tactic convinced t he peopleJ

• • • then their eontidenc:u, and belief 1n the
safety and success or their cause subsided,

and they unwillingly aeoepted the truth that
the great armies of the rebellion were fast
disbanding and that the last days of their

1 32wood. ~• cit., pp. 175-176.

l33~.,

pp . 177-180.
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attem~~fJd Southern Confederacy had indeed
come. 34
April 23, 1865, the Sixteenth Army Corps le!'t
Greenville for the two-day march to Montgomery.

Meeting

no resistance, the troops., with the Ninety-fifth Illinois
second in line, entered the city.

Aware that the war waa

over, the men were eager to be mustered. ou.t and to return
home.

The Sixteenth Army Corps, though, was ordered to

or

patrol areas

Northern Alabama. 1 35

The N1nety-t1tth

Illinois Infantry's assignm.ent was to Opelika, Alabama,

to keep order and "to find Government property • • • • nl36
,,.

// The men

or

the regiment liked the .f ood and climate

at Opelika, but they wanted to go home and were gi"owing
resentful or their detention.

On July 15, orders finally

arrived; the regiment was ordered to march back to
Montgomery, thence to Vicksburg where they were to be

mustered out.
whose toure

As they passed through Montgomery, the men

or

duty were not complete were transferred to
the
Forty-seventh Illinois Intantry. 1 37
,.

lJl+Ibid., pp. 182-184.

135~•• PP• 184-185, 19).
lJk"'U. S,, War Reoords Office, 22.•

XLIX, Part 1, 133,

ill•,

Ser. I, Vol.

137Wood, . .21?.• cit., pp. 201-206. See also U. S., War

Records Ot'fioe, .s!E.• cit., Ser. III , Vol. V, 1,58.
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When the Ninety...fifth Illinois arrived in Vicksburg, the men discovered tha.t their orders had been
changed:

they were not mustered out, but sent by the

steamer Mollz Able to St. Louis.

Again their hope .a were

frustrated, for the;y were ordered to .Springfield, Illinois.

Finally, on August 17, 1865, the Ninety-fifth

Illinois Infantry Volunteers were mustered out.

Atter

waiting tor thei~ p~y, the men returned to their homes . 138
Companies B,

o,

an,d K arrived in Belvidere on August 22

and were honpred at a public reeeption. 1 39

From this

point on, ••ch man pursued his own future. ,/For Albert D.
J. Cashie~ ot Company G, the transition from soldier to

civilian 1was made without any revelation of his secret .
He

became a nuraer,man in Belvidere.

138Shannon,~• cit., PP• 137-138.
1 39aelv1dere Standard, August 22, 1865, p. l.

CHAPTER III
OASHIER I S LIFE AFTER THE WAR

Albert D. J. (lashier' s decision to stay i n Belvidere
was apparently baaed on plans made before his separation
fr<Xll the service, for he and a fellow Private, Samuel
Pepper, also ot Company G, started a nursery business

immediately after their retum from the war. 1

How long

Cashier remained in Belvidere is de batable beo1ause there

are contl1otlng stories.

Robert Horan claimed 1n1 a

deposition, "A:t'ter his discharge he came her~~'o Belvidere

-

and staid [sic] here until the tallowing spring.

I would

see him quite otten duping that time while he was livi,n g

here. n 2

Another Belvidere deponent, Joy H. Saxton, who

had kn.own ot Cashier before enl11tment ,. stated that be.fore
the wu Cashier had worked for a farmer named Sawyer,3
but, Saxton repo·r ted, he did not see Cashier after they

1u.s ., Bureau of Pen sions, File on Albert D. J.
,,
Cashier, De position of Robert Hannah. (Hereinafter referred to a s Bureau of Pensions F1le.)
2 Ib1d., Deposition of .Ro'b ert lioran.

3oeponent Charles Ive• disagreed with Saxton; Ives
claimed tha.t Cashier had worked t or a fame r n amed Avery.
See Bureau of .Pensions File, Deposition ot Charles Ives.
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were discharged .from the aervice.4

It is not known how

long the partnershi.P with Pepper lasted, but no one mentions the relationship after the Belvidere period.
Albert Cashier himsel.f g ave two· versions.

Such a

discrepancy in facts stated by Cashier was quite common,
a factor which makes research about him challenging and

contusing.

Contradictions, as they occur, will be noted.

In the instance or his residences atter the Civil War,

Albert Cashier gave the following accounting in his
Declaration :for Pension in 1907:

Kankakee, 1865; Pontiac,

Illinois, 1866; Belvidere, 1867; Pontiac, 1868; Saunemin,

1869.S In 1913, however, he listed Saunemin as his only
residence after leaving the service, other than his
residence in 1913, the Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors'
Hane. 6

It is apparent that neither or the claims by

Cashier agrees with Robert Horan' s statement.
If Albert Cashier did live in Kankakee and Pontiac
before be went to Saunemin, a small town in Livingston

County, nothing is known of his life during th.at t .i me.

Saxton.

4aureau or Pensions File, Deposition of Joy H.
SBureau of Pensions File.
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Thoae who. recalled Albert Cashier's arrival in the
Saunemin area placed it in 1869, which would. concur with
the first listing he gave.
the Joshua Chesebro farm.

His first employment was at

Cashier lived and worked there

for some time, herding cattle and doing odd jobs. 7
Later O&ahier moved into th~ town ot Saunemin and

worked,. among other places, at Cording's Hardware Store.
The owner•s aon, W. A,

(Bert) Cording, recalled that

Albert used. to clean the store in the evenings and then
aleep on the floor of the store.

In addition tn earning

a place to sleep, Cashier al.80 ate meals with the Cording

family quite otten. 8 While living at the store Cashier
manirested a great tear of being robbed, for he insisted

on using three or tour locks on the door at night. 9
Eventually his initial employer, Joshua Chesebro,
bought a lot and built a small one-room home for

Cashier. 10

Even in his own house the man did not fee•l

,,

7Ib1d., Deposition of Anah Chesebro.

See also

Deposition of Nettie Ross.

8w.

A. Cording, personal interview, Saunemin,
Illinois, February 7, 1969.
9na111 Pantag:raph (Bloomington, Illinois), June 28,

1962, p. 7.
lOThe Story: of Jennie Hodges alias "Albert Cashier"
(Pontiac, Illinois: Central States Threshermen's Reunion, n.d.), (n.p. }.
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safe; Bert Cording stated, "She used to imagine people

would break into her house.

She bought f 1ve or six pad-

locks tram my dad. • • • She was changing padlocks all the

James Patrick Lannon claimed that not only did.

time. nll

Cashier use several locks but also he ". • • nailed the
doors and windows ahut when he was going to be gone over

night, nl 2
Several members of the Patrick Henry Lannon f smily
knew Oaahier well a·nd recalled his many peculiarities.

The f811l1ly lived just across the street from Albert and

often inv1 ted him. over for meals.

Three of P. H. Lannon' s

children, Ida M. Lannon, Mrs. Fil.ward (Bernice) Brand and

the late James P. t.nnon, have been interviewed periodical-

ly by newspaper reporters who wanted to do features on
Saunemin' s strange "hero. nl3
Several unusual incidents relate speo1f1cally to
meals.

For instance, Cashier almost always accepted an

invitation for lunch or dinner, but only after he insisted
lie was not, hungry.

In fact, he often continued ins1s ting

11Kankakee Dailt Journal (Kankakee, Illinois),
December 16, 1965, p. 7. See also Daily PantN5,raph, June
28, 1962, p. 7. The use of the feminine personal pronoun
is explained later.
12naily Pantagraph, May 17, 1950, p. 3.

13Patr1ok lienry Lannon was the writer's great grand.father; James Patrick Lannon was her grandfather.
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he was not hungry the whole time he ate .14 At times someone in the family would inadvertantly hurt Albert's
feelings; in return, Cashier would refuse to go over for
dinner.

He would, however, always accept the food that

Mrs. P.H . (Bridget) Lannon invariably sent over on a
tray . 15 During another of his moods, his "mads," the

Le.nnons called them, Albert told several townspeople that
the onl.y reason the family had him over for meals was so
that they could sneak over to his house and steal his
china.16
Obviously, a person such as Albert D. J. Cashier
would be well known in a small town.

Many of the older

residents recall quite vividly Albert's stint as the town
lamplighter.

Early in the evening Cashier would go all

around t he town, earry1ng a short stepladder, and light
the kerosene lamps, then go back around town later to

During the day the lamplighter had to
spend time washing and filling the lampa. 1 7

put them out.

14Da1ly Pantagraph,

ay 17, 19.50, p . 3.

15Ida M. Lannon, personal interview, Saunemin,
Illinois, February 7, 1969.
1 6na11:y Pantagraph, June 28, 1962, p . 7.

1 7vern C. Gray, personal interview, Bloomington,
Illinois, December 10, 1968.
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The children of the town had mixed reactions to
Cashier.

Those who lived nearby seemed. to like him even

though they thought he was peculiar.

Ruth Morehart, who

lived w1 thin a block, remembers most vividly that Cashier

baked delicious cookies and otten let the children come
18
into his house for cookies and milk.
Mrs. Edwin ( Irma)
Smith used to visit Albert, too, and recalls that his
house "always reeked of tea. nl 9

One day Mrs. Smith and

sane other children went to Cashier's house to eat some
corn on the cob.

Just as the youngsters finished but-

tering the . oorn and were ready to bite into 1 t, Albert
warned them not to eat.
butter diah.

He claimed, 'tThat' a the wrong

That one is poisoned--to .fool the rats. nZO

In a similar instance, Albert once gave a group of chil-

dren some peanuts, then told them that the peanuts were

poiaoned. 21

Ida Lannon says of such incidents, "Albert

often did things like that.

He 'd give us food then tell

18Ruth Morehart, personal interview, Dwight, Illinois, July 3, 1969.
"

,

19Mrs. Edwin (Irma) Smith, personal interview,
Pontiac, Illinois, April 10, 1969.

20na11y Pantagraph, May 17, 1950, p. 3.
21Mrs. Edward (Bernice) Brand, personal interview,
Saunemin, Illinois! February 7, 1969. See also Dailz
Pantagraph, June 2tl, 1962, p. 7.
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us it was poisoned; Mother didn't seem to think he had

done 1 t, but he was so peculiar she couldn I t be sure. n22

Some of the children who did not know Albert so
well accepted his temperament and quirks with less
equanimity. Some thought his house was haunted. 2 3
just teared him.

Others

One .:f'ormer Saunemin :resident, Vern

c.

Gray, remembers that one day he and a friend were just

sitting on a re.n ee when Albert Cashier walked by.
small dog barked at the man.

Gray's

The barking made Cashier

so angry that he g lared at the boys end threatened to go
home to get his gun so that he could shoot the dog.

The

boys were afraid Cashier really would do 1 t, but he
failed to return.

Gray ". • • couldn't und.erata.nd how a

man who served during the Civil War would be afraid of a
little dog. n24

Perhaps part of the difference in various

children's memories of Albert can be accounted for by
noting their behavior toward him.

Many of' the boya liked

to taunt Cashier by calling him ttdrummer boy."

This

always 1nt'ur-1ated the man and he would yell at them that

22 rda M. Lannon, perAonal interview.

23na~ll Pantagraph, June 28. 1962, p. 7.
24vern

c.

Gray, personal interview.
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he was a " t1ghting infantryman. n 2 S
1

Early in 1900 Albert Cashier became janitor of the

Christian Church, which was adjacent to his house.

One

ot the ministers of the church,. J. c. Lappin revealed,
" I called on him often and he always asked that we have

prayer together.

He was a very devout Christian. 1126

As janitor, Albert's duties included cleaning the church

and building a fire in the furnace.

One cold winter

m.o rning in 1904 the church caught fire and, despite the
et'forts of the town bucket brigade, burned to the ground.

Several townspe,ople attributed the fire to Albert's lack
ot judgment whe·n stoking the furnace. 27

One of the moat memorable things about Albert D.
J. Cashier was his obvious pride 1n having served during

the G1v11 War .

Aa

a member of the Grand Army of the

Republic, Cashier took special pride in marching in the

Decoration Day parade. 28

Mrs . Irma Smith recalled that

2Snail,: Pantagraph, May JO, 1962, p . 13.
26~tter from J. o. Lappin of Fairrield, Illinois,
to Gerhard P. Olaus1us, Belvidere, Illinois, March 2,
1959. Dr. Clausius, a Belvidere optometrist, had published an article about Cashier and received letters about
1t rrom several peopl • The letters are 1n the possession
ot Dr. Olausius.

2 7Dailz Pantagraph, June 28, 1962, p . 7.

28 Ruth Morehart, personal interview.

he always liked to tell people about the battles he was

.in and that he told of them so vividly she never doubted

but that he actually had served in the arm7.29
Another memorable trait of Albert D~ J. Cashier
was his atfini ty tor telling ''tall tales, ,t tales which
had often obvious factual flaws.

Two stories incorporated

Albert•s obsession with robbery.

In the first, he re-

lated that he walked to Pontiac to get some money for his

employer.

On the return trip some other men tried to

steal the money, but Albert f'ooled the men "'by hid.ing the
money under the straw 1n back of' the wagon and- driving
home • • • • n30

He

walked to Pontiac.

apparently forgot that he had said he
Another time Cashier credited himself'

with toiling a robbery attempt by calling the sheriff on
the telephone.

The hitch in this tale was that at the

time the incident supposedly happened, Saunemin had no
telephone service • .31

or

more s1gn1£1canoe to this study, however , is

"" Cashier's habit of stating oonf'licting, some times

demonstrably untrue, information about hi.s background.

2 9Mrs. Irma Smith, personal interview.

jODailJ Pantasraph, May 17, 1950, P• 3.

31 Ib1d.
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For instance, while he was sick, he told the nurse oaring
for him ". • • that his parents were buried at Kankakee,

and. that he sent money there every year to have their
graves decorated and that he sent the money throug h the
post-office."

The nurse spoke with her brother, who had

bee,n the post:m.aster for several years; and he maintained,
" • • • Albert never sent any money through that off'ice. u.3 2
Albert Cashier lived in Saunemin from about 1869

to 1910 without, as far as is known, the secret of his
sex being discovered.

But in 1910 his luck changed.

The first discovery took place when Albert was 111.

Mrs.

P.H. Lannon had a nurse from Chicago living in her home
and taking care of her daughter; Elizabeth.

When Mrs.

Lannon heard of Albert's illness, she sent the nurse over
to aid Albert.

The nurse was gone for only a short while,

then came running b.a ek to the Lannon house and yelled,
" My Lord, Mrs. Lannon, he• s a full-fledged woman.! 1•3.3

The

nurse left town shortly thereafter and Mrs. Lannon did
not tell anyone of the discovery.34

32 Bureau of' Pensions File, Deposition ot Nettie
Ross.
~

33naily Pantagraph, June 28, 1962,
Stol'I

2!:. Jennie

Hodges alias

11

p. 7. See also
Albert Cashier.," ~•

cit.

34rda

M. Lannon, personal interview.
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In November Albert Cashier• s secret was discovered
again.

.A t the time, Cashier was doing yard work tor State

Senator Ira M. Lish.

According to the Pontia.c Daily

Lead.er, nHe was sitting in such a manner that when Mr.
Lish backed the car out 1 t ran over Albert• s leg, breaking
.i t just above the ankle. u35

Unfortunately tor Albert the

report was not quite accurate; tor his leg was broken
near the hip joint.

Consequently, when Dr.

o.

F . Ross

arrived and began to set the fracture, he realized that
Albert was, in reality, a wanan.

Cashier was very upset

about their discovery and begged Dr. Ross and Senator
Lish not to tell anyone.

The two men decided that there

would be no point in publicizing the information and
agreed to Albert's plea. 36 One other person had to know,

however, and that was the nurse seeured to care for him.
The nurse; Mrs. Nettie Ross, who was the daughter of

Joshua Chesebro but not rel.a ted to Dr. Ross, acknowledged
later that she too had known Albert's secret and h ad told
only her family about the discovery. 37

The Chesebro

35Pontiao Daily Leader (Pontiac, Illinois), November 11, 1910; P•

4.

36!!:?.!. Storz ot Je.n nie Hodges alias ttAlbert Cashier,"
!e.•

ill•

Rosa.

37Bureau of Pensions File, Deposition of Nettie
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family felt close to Albert, since he had lived with them.

for a while when he first arrived at Saunemin, and decided
to "bury the knowledge within the family. n36 Anah
Chesebro, Mrs. Rosa's sister, explained that she had
• he as
much as admitted to me that the secret was known.n3 9

visited Albert while he was sick and that"·

•

It 1s a credit to the people involved in the disoover1es that the information did not becane widely

lmown.

In fact, Mrs. Irma Smith, Dr. C. F . Ross' s

daughter, ola1ms that her father never said a word about
Albert's s.ecret until after 1 t became widely publicized. 40
The

injury to Cashier's leg virtually incapacitated

the man, for he was, in 1911, about 66 years old.41

Con-

sequently, Dr. Ross and Senator Lish decided to try to
have Albert admitted to the Soldiers' and Sailors' Home
at Quincy; Illinois.

On the Application for Admission,

April 29, 1911, Cashier said that his pla.c e of birth was

38 Ibid.; Deposition

or

Leroy

s.

Scott.

39Ibid., Depos1 tion of' Anah Chesebro.

4°rrma

41Even

Sm1th 1 personal interview.

his true age was uncertain. The informa-·
tion he gave wben applying for a pension placed his year
or birth at 1843. Later he said he was born in 1844.
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Ireland.42

Dr. Roes certified that Albert suffered from

"The Disabilities and wealmess of a ge--with weakened mental Faculties ."

Dr. Rosa's opinion was verified by the

surgeon at the Home , Dr. D. M. Landon, who pronounced
Cashier ". • • incapable

or

earning his living by reason

of' hla physical disability arising from General Disability
and Infirmities peculiar to Senility. ,.43
Cashier lef't Saunemin for the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Home on May

5,

1911.44

At the time of Albert's admission,

o.

Dr. Ross and Senator Lish told Colonel J.

Anderson,

superintendent, that Albert was a wanan and asked that he
help keep the secret.

Anderson agreed.

None of the

official records at the Home 11st Cashier's sex as

temale.45

Since Albert D. J. Cashier was quite 111, he

was kept in a hospital room.

For a time, his secret was

safely guarded; the nurses who took care of him were
sworn to seorecy.46

42when he enlisted, he claimed his birthplace was
New York.
4.31111nois Soldiers ' and Sa1 lore' Home, Quincy,
Illinois, File on Albert D. J. Cashier . (Hereinafter referred to as Soldiers' and Sailors' Horne File.)
1'4Pont1ac Daily ~ader, May S, 1911, p. 3.
4Ssold1ers' and Sailors' Home File.
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While Cashier was at the Home, however, an attempt
was made t .o have his pension increased and that move,
coupled with a sanity hearing, tinally doomed attempts to
protect the knowledge of Cashier's true sex.

Newspapers

began to announce the discovery.
The attempt to gain an increase 1n pension led to
a tull-scale inquiry.

The initial application for pen-

sion, dated May 9, 1891, stated only the claim that Albert
D, J.

Cashier was qualified for a pension,

The

one docu-

ment on tile gives no indication of investigation of the
claim or of its acceptance or rejection.

Papers dated

October, 1899, allude to the previous application and
note Cashier's age at enlistment as 19.47

There was no

record ot a physical examination in the Bureau of Pen-

sion file sent to this writer.

Bell Irvin Wiley, how-

ever, reported,
In 1899 she applied for a pension and none ot
the three surgeons who exalllined her in connection with the filing of the claim indicated

..

any suspicion of her not being a man, though
one of them listed 1n h1 a report s om.e minor
a11.mepts which suggested an intimate examina-

tion.48

47Bureau of Pensions File.

48 Bell

Irvin Wiley, The Life~ Billy Yank, .!h!,
or the Un1onTind1anapolis: The BobbsMe:rrill Company-;-1952), p. 338.
Common Soldier
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Since no record was sent , it is impossible to discover

who the physicians were a.nd what "minor ailments" were
reported.

A certificate .from the Adjutant Generali s

Of:fiee verities the 01v1l War record

or

Albert D. J.

Caehier and adds that he wa.s mustered out because his
services were no longer needed.4 9
A Declaration for Pension filed from Saunemin in
1907 indicated that Cashier had previously received a

pension under Certificate number 1001132.

The new applica-

tion was to aelc for reconsideration ". • • under the provisions of the act of February 6, 1907.n

On March 3,

1913, the Illinois State Bank of Quincy, Illinois, was

appointed conservator for Cashier; subsequently a new
Declaration of Pension was filed.SO

Though no official

mention is made of 1t, Albert's true sex must then have

been revealed to the Federal Government , beeause an
investigation was begun.

The Bureau of Pensions deter-

mined to prove whether the person at the Soldiers' and

... Sailors' Home was indeed the

a ame

person who fought w1 th

the Ninety-f1£th Illinois Infantry Regiment.
The government decided to gather depositions from
members of the regiment who were still living.

49sold1ers' and Sailors ' Home File.
50sureau of Pensions File.
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the :m.en, Robert Horan and Oharles

w.

Quincy to aee Cashier in person.

Horan, who had been a

Ives, traveled to

Corporal 1n Company G, had read of the discovery in ad-

vance.

He rel.ated:

When I got there I walked into the room and I
saw him sitting there with a man named Scott.
I asked Scott to atep aside and I then spoke
She did not recognize me at once
bu.t ahe did when I told her who I was. We
were not introduced to each other before that
meeting. When I first saw h.er I recognized
her at once as being the Albert J . D. [sic]
Cashie.r wh.o served in Oo. G, 95 .I ll. Il"'"'"!
had not read these reports in the paper I am
positive that I would have been able to
recognize her. I am positive that the person
I sa:w there 1s the identical Albert J. D.
Cashier who served in Co . G 9.5 ILl [ sie]
Int.51
-

to Albert .

Horan later also identified the double photograph as that

of Albert D. J. Cashier; the picture on the left was taken
during the war and the one on the right was taken at the

Home.S2
Another former officer of Ccnpany G, Charles Ives

of Omaha, Ne bra.s ka, acknowledged:
When I met her I identified her at once as
the same person who serv-,d in my Co. under
the name Albert D. J. Cashier. She had
changed of course, but I had no trouble in

51 Ib1d.,

Deposition of Robert Horan . After reviewing the statements, Horan mentioned that the 1n1 tials
should be nD . J. u instead of '' J. D."

52~ .

See frontispiece for picture described.

•
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1dent1ty1ng her. She had a weak mind when I
saw her at Quincy. I spent the day there,
and I am positive that the woman, Albert D.
J . Cashier • • • was the same person who
served in my Co., 1n the Civil War .53

or

the visits Leroy

s.

Scott, an employee at the

Soldiers ' and Sailors' Home, revealed,

11

For quite a while

she kept looking at Mr . Ives and then exclaimed• 'You are
Lieut . Ivesl'

She recognized Mr . Horan alao.n

Scott

reported that "halt a dozen" men from Canpany G had come
to see Cashier, and

n •••

all t .h e members or the company

who have vi.sited her have told me they never suspected the
sec,ret other

sex. "'54

Two other members of Company G were interviewed by

examiners tor the Bureau of Pensions and identified Ca8h1er
by viewing the double photograph.

Both Robert Hannah and

Eli Brainerd at':finned that they had not suspected that

Cashier was really a woman, but both mentioned remembering
that Cashier had not had, to shave .

Brainerd , as well as

several others, also noted that Cashier had unusually

~

small hands and feet.55

53.ill2,., Deposition of Charles w. Ives.

54.~ . ,

Deposition of u,roy

s.

Scott.

55Ib1d., Depositions or Robert Hannah and Eli
Brainerd.
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The records at the Soldiers' and Sailors' Home show
that when Albert Cashier was admitted, he was receiving a
pension of 12 dollar.a per month.

He had, ". • • property,

real and personal, of the value of 250 dollars. u56

Early in 1913 the doctors at the Sold1ers 1 and
Sailors' Home d.ecided that Albert D. J. Cashier was too
111 and too senile to be cared for at the Hom.e ; thus they

began proceedings to have him adjudged insane.

The

initial docume.n t, Application to Try the Question of
Insanity, was filed on February 20, 1913.

c.

later two doetors,

Six days

E. Ehle and H. F. Litchfield, who

had been appointed to examine Cashier, did conclude that
he was

lnsane.57

The physicians' specific report listed

Albert's major difficulty aa ncbron1c state of oontusion. 11

They ad.mi tted that he was not deatructi ve and did

not require restraint, but camnented that he was noisy
"at t 1me a , " did not sleep we 11, and had no memory.

The

doctors stated that the patient was a white male, a

...

tamer, and a Catholic; thus they continued the official

56soldiers 1

and Sailors' Home File.

S7 Illino1s, Adams County, Court Records, Report

ot 0ommisaioners on Petition Alleging Albert D. J.
Cashier to Be Insane. (Hereinafter referred to as Court
Records.) Records are in a separate file on Albert D. J.
Cashier at the Courthouse, Quincy, Illinois.
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practice or considering Cashier a male.5 8

On March 27, 1914,, the Adams County Clerk, J. A.
Co:nnery, issued a warrant for the commitment or Albert

D. J. Cashier to the Watertown State Hospital in East
Moline, Illinois.

The Warrant of Cammi tment, which

authorized the sheriff to deliver Cashier to the hoapital,
contains part ot a sentence wh1eh. reads, ", • • you are
hereby author1zed to take your aids and as sistants, 11'
deemed necessary, *one ot whom shall be a female ot
reputable character and mature age • • • • "

The asterisk

refers the reader to a note stating, "Erase this line if'
the patient is a male • • • • "

'l'he line was crossed out.

On March 28, 1914, Albert D. J. Cashier was delivered to
the Watertown State Hoapita1.S9
As was noted. earlier, it was during the Pension

Bureau investigation and the sanity proceedings that the
publio became aware of Cashier I s masquerade and realized
that "he" was really a
~

11

ahe."

The Pontiac Daily u,ader

verifies that"· • • not until she became ill at the
aold1er 1 s home did the public become apprised other

58Ib1d., Interrogatories and Report

by Jury or Commisai·o n in Insane Cases. This report is the .first to list
Ca.shier' s religion as Catholic •

.59Ibid., Warrant

or

Commi'bnent.
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aex." 60

The Quincy Whig related,

The little woman does not know that the story
of her secret baa now been chronicled in every
newspaper over tho country • • • • She chatted
freely yesterday with the reporter but was
elusive of answering pointed questions.
The Whig article claimed that other residents of the Home
had not known that a woman was living there.

There had

been rumors to that effect, but the men did not know who
the imposter was or, in fact, whether there was such a
person. 61
The Belvide~ Republican, reporting Cashier's
appeal for a raise 1n pension, acknowledged her masquerade, noting that she
• • • :fought b.r avely through all the war
•• • taking her place in the battle line
with the other heroes and marvelously, escaping injury which would cause her to be
sent to the hospital where the fact she was
a WOl\1all would necessarily have been disclosed.
A paragraph attached to the article claimed that the men
1n ·t he re.giment had discovered her sex "long before her
army service emed. '

The article asserted further:

everal survivorft of the regiment living 1n
Belvidere and vicinity had a knowledge of

60 Pont1•o Dally Leader, April

4, 1914,

p . 8.

619,uinoy Whig (Quincy, Illinois), March, 1914.

The
clipping 1~ on fi:l.e r.t the Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors 1
Home, Quincy, Illinois.
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the Cashier case but never discussed the matter until the question waa raised by federal
investigators after Cashi~r entered the
S,o ldiers' Home at Quincy. &2
Such a claim, as has been noted earlier, was not borne out
by the

Bureau of Pension records.
Acquaintances of Albert began to recall other

"peeul1ar1t1es'' once they knew ot the disguise, peoul1ar1t1ea that 1n retrospect seemed significant.

Mrs. Merlyn

Van Doren, whose mother did laundry tor Albert, revealed
that Albert wore red :fl.a nnel underwear.

Other residents

of .'aunem1n began to remember that she always wore her

shirts buttoned up tight and sometimes even wore a handke•rohief tied around her neck.

Even on hot summer daya,

Cashier did not loosen her collar and nnever went swimming
with the others. n63

Others remembered personal comments that had been
made or questions that had arisen.

P. H. Lannon, real-

izing that Albert had no noticeable beard, once asked her
if ehe s baved.

he answered that she d 1d; 64 and Mrs.

Bernice BJ-and recalled that Albert did have a shaving mug

and brush; but she never knew whether Albert used

62aelv1dere Republican (Belvidere, Illinois),
February 4-, 1914.
63naily Pantagraph, June 28, 1962, p .

64tb1d.

7.
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then,.. 65 Another time, Mr. Lannon was told to "Shut up,"

when he commented that Albert " • • • didn't have much or
an Adam's apple.,.

Ida Lannon reminisced, "Atter we knew

Albert was a woman, we often wondered about the hard work
Albert d1d-•jan1toring at the Christian Church, mowing
lawns, cleaning railroad crossings, and such.n 66

Looking back, the people admitted that they never
really suspected that Cashier was a woman; they just

viewed her as an eccentric man. 67

As VePn Gray oommen.t ed,

1r people d1d wonde~, ~hey did not say so; tor uao:me

thi·n gs were not discussed those days. " 68
Of particular interest to the Saunemin residents
was the realization that Albert D. J. Cashier may have
been one of the !'irst women voters in Illinois.

Though

no official voting records were kept at the time, several

people ean remember her having voted in a number of
elections. 69
Albert Cashier was apparently unaware of the

..

amazement she caused because she was protected f .rom the

65Bern1ce Brand, personal interview.

66naily Pante.graph, June 28, 1962, p. 7.
67Ib1d.
68vern

o.

Gray, personal interview.

69na1ly Pantag:raph, June 28, 1968, p . 7.
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knowledge that the discovery- had been made public.

She

lived thereat of her life at the Watertown State Hospital
for the Insane.

The hospital itself' is located near the

Rock Island-Moline area on a site that is now part of

East Moline, Illinois; the hospital was first opened in
1898. 70
After ab.e first arrived at Watertown, Albert was
forced to wear women's clothing and was placed in the
'Women ts Ward . 71

Cashier apparently !'ought against having

to wear dre11ses, tor she had not done so in over 50 years.
Eventually she relented. 72 The only official eanment
:made about her during her entire confinement there was in
a report sent to Adams County.

On

January 1, 1915,

Cashier was said to be 1n fair physical condition and
"unchanged" mental condition. 73

If there are further

70Newton Bateman , Paul Selby, and Richard v. Carpenter, Historical Enc:yolopedia ~Illinois,!!!! Histor,:
ot Boone County (2 vols.; Chicago: Munsell Publishing

Company, 1909), II, 584.

71.rhe Staff' Echo (East ~oline State Ho spital, East
Moline , Iffino1s), ~ember 15, 1961, p. 2. See also
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home File, Letter from w. J. Singleton ot Quincy , Illinois, to Mrs. Mary Rooney of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania , December 2, 1915.
7 2 Ill1no1e, State Department of Public Welfare,
Welfare Bulletin, October, 1939, p. 9.
13court Records, Report of Adams County Patients,
January l, 1915.
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records concerning Cashier, they are not available.

On October 10, 191.5, Albert D. J. Cashier died at

the Watertown State Hospital ot an "interc'Ul'rent" infection.

She was given a military tuneral by Colonel Graham

Post, Grand Army ot the Republ1c,74 at the Angevine
Funeral Home in East Moline on October 12. 75

Cashier,

who had been a member of the G.A.R. for years, was
dressed in her uniform and her casket was draped with an
American flag. 76

Atter the serviee in East Moline , Cashier's body
was sent to Saunemin for burial.
given full m.111taey honors.

Agaln, Oashier was

Her funeral service, con~

ducted by two ministers, was arranged by H. T. Swan, Commander of Post 486, Saunemin , Illinois.77
Cashier's place of burial, marked by a plain tomb-

stone, is near the Joshua Chesebro plot in the Sunnyslope

7~he Staff Echo , November 15, 1961, p. 2.
7Stetter from J. Eugene Sullivan of East Moline,
Illinois, to writer, March 29., 1965.

76rrhe Staf'f EQho, November 15, 1961, p. 2.

77Oourt Records, Report of W.
servator •.

J. Singleton, Con-
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Source :

Pantagraph Photo.
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Cemetery, Saunemin.

The tOT11bstone itself says nothing of

Albert D. J. Cashier's unusual life; it is simply

inscribed, "Albert D. J. Cashier, Co.

o, 95

Ill. Inf.n

CHAPTER ·IV
THE SEARCH FOR HEIRS
The death of Albert D. J. Cashier did not complete

her story; her death initiated ottic1al attempts to disThe task ot establishing,

Qover just who she really was.

or trying to establish, the real 1dent1ty of this woman
who lived over

50

years as a man belonged to W. J. Single-

ton, President of the Illinois State Bank of Qu1ncy. 1
Singleton, then Vice-President, had been appointed conservator tor Cashier on March

3, 1913, at the time she

was adjudged insane.
Upon her death, the bank was named ex-off1c.1 o
administrator of her estate.

Singleton, who filed an

itemized .financial report, revealed that Cashier had
accumulated $589.40 by the time other death, having re-

334.45

from the Bureau o.f Pensions during 1915.

Of that money,

$110·.94 was expended for her stay at the

ceived

Watertown State Hospital, for funeral expenses, and for
legal expenses incurred..

Thus, W. J. Singleton was to

1 Illinoie, Adams County, Oourt Reoorda, Order
Approving the Report ot the Illinois State Bank of Qu incy,
ex-otticio administrator. (Hereinafter referred to as
Court Records.) Record.a are 1n a separate file on Albert
D. J. Cashier at the Courthouse, Quincy, Illinois.
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spend nine yea?'s trying to find legal heirs for Albert

D. J. Cashier's estate, an estate amounting to $418.46. 2
In order to deoide where to begin, Singleton
probably turned to the reoords in Cashier's pension file
and in the files at the Soldiers' and Sailors' Home.

As

was noted earlier, when Cashier enlisted, she gave New

York as her birthplace; but after her sex was discovered
and she went t •o the Home, ehe said that her birthplace
Shortly after Albert D. J. Cashier

was Belfast, Ireland.

arrived at the Home, Colonel J.

o.

Anderson, Superinten-

dent, put her under the care of aroy S. Scott, an
employee.

Scott talked with Cashier several times

t .r y to discover who she really was.

to

I n relating his

experience to the Bureau of Pension investigator, Charles

F. Oain, Scott noted first that Cashier, u

the sanity

hearings verified, was of'ten confused, having only,
according to Scott, "lucid intervals. "
did not want to talk

or

.rhough Cashier

1

her origin, the persistent Scott

""" was able to discover some of her history.

He related:

She talked about gathering sea shells and I
took it fran that that she was bo.r n on the
coast of Ireland~ She first told me she was
born at Balbriggin. I wrote the Parish
Priest thel"e and he replied he could not find

2 Ib1d., Final Report of Illinois State Bank of
Quinoy by w. J. Singleton, Conservator ..
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any record. I then told her she could never
get her _increase of pension without giving
better information. In her talks with me
she often spoke of an aunt Nan, and thought

she must be quite an old w·oman by that time.
I finally g<,,t fr0l11 her that her Aunt Nan• s
surname was Hodgers. She then told me she
was born a.t Clogher Head., Ireland. With
the information as to the surname Rodgers I
wrote the priest at Clogher Head. In turn
he gave my letter to a Patrick Hodgers who
rep lied to me .• I sent the pr1e st Albert 1 s
picture and he gave it to :Patriek Hoadgers
[sic] who wrote me he recognized it and
tliit some of the old neighbors recognized
1t. The pries.t wrote me that he.r father
was unlmown, and that no record of the
birth could be found., that the records ot the
Catholic .church were · not kept prior to 1857.,
that when she was born she lived in .a
Protestant parish. After I secured the 1ntormat1on .f rom Patrick Hodg·e rs I read his
letter to Albert and she then acknowledged
that her name was Rodgers and, ad:mi tted that
her uno le I s name was Dennis Hod.gars. She
then told me that her uncle was a abeep
buyer and she used to go with him and herd

the eheep.3

Soldi&l"s' and Sailors' Home records indicate that Cashier
told Colonel Anderson that her name was Jenni.e Hodges.4

3u •s ., Bureau of Pensions, File on Albert D. J.

Cashier., Deposition ot Leroy S. Scott.
rerred to aa Bureau or Pensions File. )

41111nois

(Hereinafter re-

old.1ers' and Sailors' Home, Quincy,
Illinois, File on Albert D. J • Cashier. {Hereina.t''ter
referred t .o as Soldiers' and Sailor.a ' Home File.} The
discrepancy 1n the spellings of Rodges and Hodgers may
be or 11 ttle significance becau.s e Cashier he•r se lf was
illiterate. All written sta.t ements were recorded by
someone else; then she signed her "mark. u Cashier had
no ~eal control over spelling.
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Aware of the above information,

w.

J. Singleton and

Colonel J. O. Anderson continued the investigation begun
by Leroy S. Soott.

Exactly what steps the two men took

is not known; ·b ut in 1915, a Clogberhead, Ireland, newspaper printed a short article which told of an "Albert F .
[.!!!,] Oaahier, tt a woman who had fought in the "American
Civil War" and was later discovered to have been a
"Bodge.s " from Clogherhead.

The local paper mentioned

Cashier's death and suggested, "If there are any friends

of the old lady still about Clogherhead they should forward the particulars of their relationship to this gentleman [ Colone 1 Anderson] as she left considerable property
and money beh1nd her . u.5

'!'he first official claim was lodged from Dundalk,

County Louth, Ireland , on January 27, 1916.

Michael

Rooney wrote a letter in which he claimed that the heirs
to Ca.shier's estate were his two sisters, his brother,

and himselt.
....

One year later Michael Rooney submitted a

notarized affidavit.

His claim is quoted in full:

I, MICHAEL ROONEY

or

Barrack Street Dundalk,

in the County of Louth, Gardener, aged 40 years
and upwards make oath and say as follows :-

5Newspaper clipping

enclosed with letter from
Fathel' J. Corry ot Clogherhead, Ireland, to writer, March
29, 1965. The clipping ia in the writer's possession.
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1. I say that my grandfather wa.s Patrick
Rodgers of Ologher (near Drogheda) County
Louth, Ireland. He was a coachman with a
Mrs• Thomp·a on at Annllgas·s an, some six miles
frcm Clogher at ore said.

2. He married Bridget Skelly of Greenmount
near Annagassan, County Louth, and a. child
of the marriage, Jane Rodgers, my mother,
married Joseph Rooney and died in the year
1904 lea~ing a family of four childre;n her
sul'V1v1ng, viz.,, Michael, this deponent,
Joseph, who resides at No. 1713 McAllister
Street,. San Francisco, U. 8. A., Margaret,
who resides at Mooremount, Dunleer; · County
Louth, and Mary, who reeides at Lawer End,
Dunleer, County Louth.

3. I say that my Mother, the said Jane
Hodgers, was born in or adjacent to the town..
land of Ologher or Clogherhead, County Louth,
Ireland, about the year 1831. Her mother,
Bridget Hodgers ( nee Skelly) , referred to
1n paragraph two 1 having died shortly after
her (Jane Hodgers) birth, the latter was
taken to be reared up by the Skelly people
as her Father Patrick Hodgere, went to America
at that \1me,

4,.

When my mother, Jane Rodgers, had grown

to girlhood ahe went to Annagassan aforesaid

to keep house r or a man n.arned James Byrne,
and whilst in his employment became acquainted
with my father, Joseph Rooney, and married
him as I am intormed and verily believe.. My
mother is now dead some eleven years.

5.

I say that from th.e 1nronna.tion before me,
I am of opinion my grancU''ather, Patric k Rodgers
aforesaid, got married a second time, that is.,
in America shortly after his arr1 val there
about the year 1832, and that his daughter
Miss Hodges (or Hodgers which it should be)
is the deoeased referred to and a half sister
to my mother the said Jane Hodge.rs.

6. Accordingly, I make claim that I am., w1 th
my brother and two sisters referred to in
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paragraph two, the sole next-of-kin of the said
deceased Mias Hodge a or Albert D. J. Cashier. 6

There are three weak points 1n Rooney's claim.
First of all, the records do not indicate that he presented an:y proo.f that his grandt'ather, Pa.t rick Rodgers,

remarried a1'ter arriving in the United s tates.

Second,

he presented no evidence that his grandfatbar, even if he

did remarry, had a child or children of the second unio.n .
Finally, his story ignored the fact that Cashier, after
her discovery, claimed ahe was born in Ireland.

He may,

however, have been aware that Cashier initially claimed
New York as her· bi rthplac.e; but 1 t is doubtful because

eorrespondenoe indicated that both Singleton, the ex-

of.fieio administrator, and Anderson, superintendent of
the Soldiers I and Sailors' Home, procee.d ed on the belief
that Cashier was originally f:rcm lreland. 7
Th~re is no rooord o.f action taken on Michael

Rooney' e claim..

Eight years later, Joseph Rooney,

Michael' a younger brother, wrote to John W. Re1g, then
Managing Officer at the Home, to discover why no money

had been sent.

Atter explaining that he and his sons had

•

6aourt Records, Affidavit or Michael Rooney,
Estate ot Miss Hodges otherwise Albert D. J. Cashier,
deceased.
7soldiers' and Sailors' Home F.ile; Court Re•cords.
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gone t ,o .fight 1:n the World War and had not been able to

pursue the matter earlier, he said. nHe.r right name was

Hodges, or Rodgers, and she was a half sister or my
mother .

When she died, she left some .m oney in the bank

• • • but this money was never received by any o.f us.1t 8
No reply 1s on .fileJ but one must have been sent because
on January 19, 1924, two weeks later, Joseph Rooney sent
a letter that was obviously a. reply to some questions~
Ii1a response to a request for more data was to refer Reig

to the at-.fidav1t of Michael Rooney and to enclose a
clipping from a 1916 Quincy newspaper; the clipping was
.
.
. . 9
a summary of the affidavit..
To complicate matters, on

November

24, 1924, Joseph

Rabinowitz, wrote to John

Rooney's attorney, Leo J.

w.

Reig to press Rooney's

elaimJ Rabinowitz asserted that Cashier's real name was
Elizabeth Hodgers. 10

Reig replied that there were no

record.• connecting Cashier with the nam.e Elizabeth

8sold1ers 1 and Sail.ors' Ho.me File, letter from
Josepb Rooney ot San Francisco, California, to Illinois
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home at Quincy, Illinois, January

5,

1924.

9lb1d., r.tter from Joseph Rooney or San Francisco, call7orn1a, to John w. Reig of Quincy, Illinois,
January 19, 1924.

lOibid., Letter from Leo J. Rabinowitz of San Francisco, California, to John W. Reig of Qu1noy, Illinois,
November 24., 1924.
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· Hodge rs •11

The only other claim was made by Hugh Hodges of
Kellybush, County Louth, Ireland. His aunt, Mrs. Mary
Roone,.12 of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, had written to

w.

J. Singleton in 191$.

Singleton had replied with a

deacription of Cashier's funeral service in Saunemin and
a discussion of her disguise, discovery, and last yeara. 1 3
After Hugh Hodges found the letter to his aunt, he pux--

sued the matter by writing to the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Home.

He asserted that Cashier's real name was "Miss J.

Hodges" and that she was his fath,r' s sister.

He added,

"It the money 1s to the good yet, I hope y our honorable
county bank official·a will not forget me in the distributing

ot 1t, as I, the son of Patrick Hodges, and living in the
home -where Jennie emigrated rrm. 1•1 4 There 1a no record

of a reply.

11Ib1d., Istter from John W. Reig of Quincy, Illi nois, to te"oJ. Rabinowitz, of San Franoisco, California,
November 28, 1924,.
12There 111 no information regarding the possible
relationship between Mrs. Mary Rooney and the previously
mentioned Rooney family.

·

13sold1ers' and Sailors' Home File, Letter from. w.
J. Singleton of Quincy, Illi.no1e, to Mrs. Mary Rooney of

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania , December 2, 1915.
14Ib1d., Letter from Hugh Hodges of Killybush , Ireland, to tfi"esuperintendent of the Illinois Soldiers' end
Sailors• Home ot Quincy, Illinois, December 11, 1923 •
•
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The 1nt'ormat.1on given by Hugh Hodges was accompanied by no -verification, nor did hia claim explain any
details concerning the life or Albert D. J. Cashier, alias
Jennie Hodges or Rodgers, such as how and when she came
to the United States.

Hodges apparently did not press

his claim, for there is only the one letter in the files.
Apparently W. J . Singleton did not think that any
of the claimants had proven their relationship to nAlbert
D. J. Caehier., alias Jennie Hodges , deceased," for in
June, 1924, be began proceedings. to settle the estate;

he said that
heirs

or

O

•

•

•

the nallles and residenoea of the

said deceased are unknown. • • • ttl.$

On July 21,

1924, Singleton further stated he n. • • made due and

diligent inquiry to ascertain who the heirs of said estate
are but has been unable to find out who the heirs in raot
of said estate are • • • • "

He then deposited the money

remaining in the estate, $281 •.86, 1n the Adams County
treasury. 16

In trying to establish which, if either, or the
explanations was true, this writer wrote to Clogherhead,

15court Records , Petition for Order for Notice of
Final Settlement .
16 Ib1d., Report or the Account of the Illinois State
Banlc or Quincy , ex-officio admi nistrator.
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Ireland, and asked tor information about"• •• one Jennie
Hodgere, purportedly born 1n Clogher Head [!!.Q.J, Ireland.,

on December 26, 1844."1 7 The parish priest, Father J.
Corry, replied promptly and sent 1n!'o1'1Tlation eonoerning
the baptlams of t1ve children of Denis and Catherine
Rodgers.

He explained,

At that particular time, in the history of
this count.r y, only the date of baptism is
given. But we know here that 1 t was the cu.s t am to have the child baptised btic] on the
day it was born or at latest on the day following.

You will note that the member of the
family baptised nearest to the date which you
gave me was called~ - 25th of Decam.ber
1843 and eviden!Sy ihe-changed it to Jennifer
in after years. ·
H.e added that Mary Hodgers' nephew, Hu.gh Hodgers , had died
since Father Corry arrived in the pariah in 1953.

Rela-

tives, who have changed the family name to Hodgins , still

live in Clogherhead . 1 9
Father Corry enclosed a copy of the birth certificate or Mary Hodgers and a clipping from the local news-

paper.

Before he closed, he commented,

17.tetter from writer to Librarian--or Anyone,
Clogher Head, Ireland, March 8, 1965 .. A copy of the letter 1a in the writer's possession.

18 Letter from Father J . Corry of Clogherhead ,
Ireland, to writer, March 29, 1965.
'
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4

PHOTOCOPY OF BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATE
OF MARY HODGERS

IHrtb ·anb· JSaptismal ottrtifiratt
Diou,, o/ ..,,:t.__r····················Pari,h o/ ../4.~..._.,t•..............
On examination of tAt. Register of Baptism, of above Pariah I certify that
a«ordii,g toil

~-1J.t.~

~.,...~.4. ..
off............% . ~ .../.8.~~................, and

·· ~ ~ ..

was born on .... ,flS. .... .day

was

baptized according to the Rites of the Catholic Oliurch on .... .... 12$..~ ..... ..... ...... .. day of

.. A ~ . / i . ~ J...... in the Church • f ~ ~ ······:··········

a1~..f

9.'.-...t:, .. ..,,....~ . , .................

,uj.a.-4.········by tht. Rev.....

Parent.a

{ .......~~..;..··· · · ~ ~ · : ·.. ·····....................

~

·

....~~···4--;r-························· :
Sponao,•

{

.....-/..~....~.&;,. ..................................... :.'

.47-.✓...4
Stpe<I .......

~..day

Given thi,.....J.o...

of_ .......

.···qp·······- .

i

· ~·~·······'··· •········----····"····..

.... ...~

~· ·· ···· ··· ····· 19/.~..

P.P.

I. ·: .

t.i?~•-

Copy of certificate is 1n writer's possession.
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By the by, I see there 1 .s reterence in this cutting [clipping) to relations of the deceased
sending in particulars of their relationship as
they were entitled to inheritance of he:r estate.

I understand they did so but not one of them
rec•1ved a eent from her estate.. Perhaps you
may be able to discover why they have been deprived of their inheritance.20
Apparently Hugh Hodges had not been 1:nformed of the reason
his claim was not aeoepted.
As can be seen,, the informa.t lon from Father Corry
supports the claim of Hugh Hodge.s.
chall enge 1.t s validity.
was Mary, not Jennie.

Several points

First of all, the baby 's name
One must remember, however, that

~roy s .• Scott, who was able to learn Cashier's supposed

surname, d1d not leai-n her :first name.

Scott's story.,

on the other hand, notes that his letter to a Cloghe·rhead
paris h priest received the reply that no record of birth

could be found.

In fact, the priest told Soott that no

records had been kept before

1857.

The response s of the

two priests present a confusing picture.
To compare further Father Corry's findings with
those of Leroy Scott, one must note that the priest cited
Denis [sic] Rodgers as Cashier's father, while Scott said
she '' . • • admitted that her uncle• s name was Dennis

Hedgers. n

Another problem, the discrepancy of y ear of

2 0ib1d.
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birth ia somewhat disturbing.

Cashier, as the 1everal

examples cited earlier reveal, was not known for accuracy;
and during her atay at the Soldiers I and Sailors' Home

she was acknowledged to be in a confused state of mind.
It does appear s.ignificant that there was a Hodgers born
in Clogerhead., Ireland, on Christmas Day, even though a

year earlier than Cashier's final claim.

One should

remember that when Cashier fir.s t applied t or a pension,
she ola1m.e d that she was 19 when she first enlisted in

August of 1862.

If her birthday was on December 25, then

her year of birth would have been 1843.

r he evidence,

cont'l1ct1ng and confusing as it 1s, leads to no solid
conclusions.
Attempting to solve the riddle of Albert D. J.
Cashier's background becomes furthei- confusing when one
1nve11tigate1 other, unofficial, accounts that purport to
explain who she was, a.a well as why she assumed a

masculine role.

A bulletin from the I llinois State De-

partment of Public Welfare reports that according to

"several nieces and nephews • • • in Ireland," she was
Jennie H'odgers, and her parents were Patrick and Sallie
Rodgers.

The bulletin explains:

Her father was a coachman and ho.r setrad.e r
and was in the habit of traveling about the
country attending county fairs with his
family. They had dressed their daughter
Jennie in boy's clothes f rom t he beginning
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for convenience and safety as they wandered
from fair to fair. It is not kn~!n just
when the family came to America.

Another story, which Cashler reportedly told
Charles

w.

Ives, is that she was a twin and that she and

her brother both wore boys' clothing.
account, Cashier was called "Georgie. n

According to this
Ives could not

remember what she said her brother' a name was. 2 2

In

addition, one ot the most popular explanations is that
Cashier came to the United States from I reland as a
atowaway or cabin boy and had to dress as a boy to do
so. 2 3 She gave this explanation to Colonel Anderson and

it was one of the first accounts about her background to

be publ1c1zed.24
Yet another explanation given by Cashier was that
her mother married a man named Caah1er2.5 and he subsequently

21 Ill1nois, Department or Public Welfare, Welfare

Bulletin, October, 1939, p. 9.

22 Bureau of Pensions File, Depoai t1on of Charles
Ivea.

2 3tetter from Mrs. Goldie Ross or Pemberton, Ohio,
to Gerhard P. Clausius of BelYidere, Illinois, April 6,
1959. Letter is 1n the possession of Dr. Clausius.
24P1ttaf1eld Republican (Pittsfield, Illinois), May
14, 1913. Clipping is on file at the Illinois Soldiers'
and Sailors' HOO!e, Quincy. Illinois.
25Father Oorry claimed that records at Clogherhead .
revealed no family by the name of Cashier in the area.
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moved the family to New York.

After arriving in the

United States, M:r. Cashier allegedly worked 1n a shoe
ractory and made h1a stepdaughter help him.

To do this

" • • • he had to dress her in boy's clothing and he called
he.r Albert.''

While discussing such information with Leroy

Scott, Albert Cashier would give no reason for leaving New
York aa:l moving west.

She did, however, state that she

kept wearing male attire after the war because she became
a herder and the c,lothing was appropriate.

Cashier did

not, on the other hand, explain why she sought that kind

of work. 26
The stories of Cashier's background and reasons
for assumi ng the male role, just as the stories about any
other aspect of her life, are confusing and contl1ot1ng.
When she spoke to

Scott ., she claimed she had a step-

father; when she talked with others, she said she had a
stepmother;<7 and at other times, she mentioned no ste.p parents at all.
Besides C.a shier' s explanations of her masculine

guise which attribute the switch to her family circum-

stances, there 1s still another version, a version which

26 Bureau of Penaiona F'ile, Deposition of Leroy s .
Scott.

27Ibid., Deposition of Nettie Ross.

-

would place her sex role change later 1n her 11te.

While

recovering from her broken leg, Cashier told the nurse
the following reason:
• • • the reason he: assu:med the male garb was
that he and another man were in love. That
both enlisted at the same time; that the lover
waa wounded and died. That bet.ore bis death
he asked Albe.r tto {sic] promise that he would
never aga1n ff'ear women• s clothe a, and he said
he had not. 2
Thus, there are a variety of accounts about

Cashier 's family background and her reasons for choosing

to live as a man.

There 1s no way to prove the validity

of most, if any, of the explanations because the only
person who really knew, or reall,- could have known, was
Albert D. J. Cashier.

Since Cashier was illiterate,

there are n.o records written by her, only records recorded for her; there are no explanations written by

her , only explanations heard , remell'ib~red, and related by
other people.

After becaning aware

or

the many stories given.,

1t 1s. not difficult t o imagine the frustration that must
have been felt by W. J . Singleton, tbe man responsible

for trying to determine her true heir••

It is not sur-

pri,s 1ng that be, faced w1 th claims based on dls.crepancies
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and little proof, declared that it was impossible to

determine the 1dent1 ty of the heirs of Albert D. J.
Cashier, alias Jennie Hodges, or Hodgers.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The study ot Albert D. J. Cashier has brought into
focus the life

or

uncommon facets.

a common individual which had, i~eed,
As a soldier, Albert D. J. Cashier,

Company G of the Ninety-fifth Illinois Infantry, traversed
9,960 miles and helped tba Union to gain control or the
Mississippi River. 1 Her regiment was active in the siege

ot Vicksburg, reeeiving the speo1al honor of marching
into the city among the first units.

The Ninety-fifth

Illinois accompanied Major General Nathaniel Banks on the
Red River expedition, though the regiment, assigned to
the river branch of the campaign, missed the conflict at
Pleasant Hill, Louisiana, which convinced Banlcs to retreat.

At the battle of Guntown, three successive oan-

manding officers had to be taken from the field, dead or
seriously wounded, and the ranks of Cashier's regiment
were greatly reduced.

Subsequently, the regiment had to

rest, regroup, and recruit before it could embark on its

final tour.

At the last a1gnit1cant engagement

or

the

wa:r-, Ca.s hier' o regiment again proved its skill and valor

1 Chicago Daily News (Chicago, Illinois), Maroh

19$7, p. 30.
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14,

by being the first to storm and enter the Con.federate

stronghold of Spaniah Fort.

After tin1sh1ng an assignment

to guard Northern .A labama towns, the Ninety-firth Illinois
Infantry was mustered out of aervi.ce on Auguat 17, 1865.
During the w.a r, Oashi.er was not a controversial
figure; she rated no mention in the text of the re·g1-

mental history, but was listed among the men of the
regiment.

Her presence 1n the regiment, however, made

the day the regiment was mustered out, uneventful as it
seemed, a day of unusual aignitieanceJ for Albert D. J.
Cashier was a woman who had served all three years in the

war disguised as a man.

Until August 17, 1865, there waa

always a chance that injury or accident might disclose the
presence of thia woman and, as a result, make her only
one of the several WG111en who had enlisted, only to be
revealed and sent home.

But Albert D.. J. Cashier's

secret was not discovered until over

45 years later.

She was, aa rar as 1 s known, the only w:om.an to eomplete
her tour of duty 1n the 0·1v11 War, the only woman to be
mustered out with her regiment.
That eu.c h a guise could succeed reveals the deficiencies of the military system; deficiencies, for
instance, in medical examination and hygiene.

The

difficulties that must have been raced by Oaahier in
daily life, exp.e riences of traveling and living with a
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group o£ men tor three years, are almost too numerous to

imagine.

In addition, one oan only speculate as to the

inner life of a person who chose such an unusual role.
After the war Cashier maintained the masculine
role.

Though her life for about .four years after the

war is scmewhat obscure, in 1869 Albert D. J. Cashier
settled in the small Central Illinois town of Saunemin.
She stayed in this Livingston County l .o cat1on for about

42

years.

Albert--herder, lamplighter, janitor, general

hand,man--was notably eccentric; but the people of the
town oalled on her services, often paying her with meals

and, at times, a place to sleep, never really suspecting
th.at this peculiar man was in .tact a woman.
Albert has become a legend in Saunemin, one of the
tew historical figures the town can claim.

She 1s

remembered by many with affection and retrospective
8l11Uement.

Stories about her, many undoubtedly fabricated

or romanticized, abound; and special attention is given
to Memorial Day services, largely because among the long

list of names read is the name, Albert D. J. Cashier.
The name itself reveals nothing

or

her story, but it re-

minds those who lmow 1 t and gives them a chance to te 11

the new generation about 1 t.

Otten, in the telling, many

who are frustrated by not knowing who Cashier really waa

and who find calling a woman Albert uncomfortable resort
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to naming her Albert_! D. J. Cashier, a simple but unlikely
solution.
The people of Saunemin have long enjoyed showing

curious trave lera, and reporters, Albert's grave site.
During this decade action was taken to preserve her house
and put 1t on display.

The house, a one-room cottage,

had been moved. from 1 ts location near the Christian Church

shortly af'ter Oashier left Saunemin. 2

Eventually the man

who had bought the house, E.G. Bennett, sold it to Edwin
R. Smith, who moved it to his property and converted it
into an addition to his brooder.

After Smith's retirement,

the brooder was idle and the owner decided to tear 1t

down ; but Smith was convinced to leave the former house
intact. 3 Clarence Stoller of Gridley, Illinois, then the
president of Central States Thresherman's Reunion, had
intervened and Smith donated the house to the Tbresherrnen,
giving them permi s sio.n to move Albert's house to the 4-H
Park in Pontiac, Illinois, where it could be displayed.
Plane were made to have Ida M. Lannon and Mre. Edward
Banker, a granddau ghter of P . H. Lannon, decide what

2The Storz 2.f. Jennie Hodges alias "Albert Cashier"
(Pontiac, Illinois: Central States Threshermen's Reunion,
n.d.), (n.p.).
3Edwin Smith, personal interview, . Pontiac, Illinois, April 10, 1969.
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furnishings should be included so that the house would be
f'Urni .s hed as it was when Cashier lived there.

Miss

!Annon waa able to supply the only known piece of' furni-

ture actually in Cashier's house which is still in
existence, a rocking cha1r.4
was moved and restored.$

In August, 1962, the house

It 18 open to the public each

year during the Threshermen' s Reunion.
Shortly after Cashier left Saunemin, still known
to most people as a man, her masquerade was disclosed and
was widely publicized.

The Bureau of Pensions, which had

gr.a nted her a pension shortly before the turn of the
century with no apparent realization that she was a woman,
conducted an investigation which confirmed her war

service and admitted that, according to its records,
Albert D. J. Cashier was the only woman known to have

race1ved a pension for fighting in the Civil War. 6
This study shows the flaw·a in a system which admitted an individual waa a woman, but continued to record
her sex as male.

Both the Pension Bureau records and the

records at the Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, as

4n;1 ly

Pantagraph ( Bloomington, Illinois), June 29,

1962, p. · •

5na11y Pantagraph, August 30, 1962, p. 20.
6na11y Pante.graph, June 29, 1962, p. 7.

PLATE S

IDA M. LANNON EXHIBITS CHAIR
ONCE BELONGING TO CASHIER

Source:

Pantagraph photo.
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well as all reports or Adams County previous to Cashier's
death, maintain official consideration

or

Cashier as a

man; an unusual situation, indeed.
The search for heirs

or

Cashier served only to

exhibit the contusion and oontrad1ctions encountered in
trying to diaoove.r the background of a person who
switched both name and sex role for the major part of her

life.

Cashier's practice of telling varying accounts and

explanations only served to prevent any certain lmowledge
of her real origin and motivation.

An attempt to dis-

cover such information is especially difficult because

Cashier lived in an age before people were constantly
required to document their very existence.
The study of the life of Albert D. J. Cashier, the
only woman t o have received a Civil War pension, shows
some of the difficulties that may be encountered in the
study of local history.

This is especially true con-

cerning her final years and settlement of her estate.
Ot'f1o1al records often do not state things that are
privately lmown and acknowledged.

Or they may record

only one side of a dialogue, telling none of the
explanations or replies given by the other side.

In such

circW11stanoes, the unusual facts that are known of the
lite of Cashier offer many opportunities for supposition
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and conjecture about the unknown :facts or her motivation

and personality.

In that regard, she remains a person

ot interest to the community and, in some degree, to the
nation, but one th.a t is essentially unknown.
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